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We consider the effects of radiation and convection on atmospheric oscillations of A, F and G 
stars. The linear non-adiabatic radial pulsation equations are solved. Convection is modelled 
with a time-dependent, non-local mixing length theory, and a consistent treatment of radiative 
transfer in a grey atmosphere is adopted. Previous investigations, by Houdek and Medupe, have 
each solved only part of the problem: Medupe used a consistent treatment of radiation but ne-
glected the effects of convection, whereas Houdek used non-local mixing-length theory to model 
convection but adopted the Eddington approximation to radiative transfer. The present approach 
takes radiative transfer elements form Medupe's code and incorporates them into Houdek's code 
which includes the non-local time-dependent mixing-length formulation. The new code is ap-
plied to a study of zero-age main-sequence stars with masses ranging from 1. OA f:.:' to 2. Ll\1~.). 
In these stars the superadiabatic gradient near the surface may exhibit a "dip". We have found 
that this produces a corresponding dip in the hydrogen ionization zone in the temperature eigen-
function of the modes. Furthermore, we have shown that the main effect that determines whether 
the dip is present or not is the opacity fluctuations. We have shown that the effect on the eigen-
frequencies of including the proper treatment of radiation can be under one per cent. The sig-
nificance of this seemingly small difference can be obtained by comparing this with the obser-
vational accuracy, as well as with other possible systematic errors in the frequencies. These 
days, the observed pulsational frequencies can be measured with an accuracy better than one per 
cent, thus the effect of including a consistent treatment of radiation is significant if we exclude 
the effects of uncertainties in other parameters such as the mass and radius. There may still be 
other effects that would dominate the effect of including consistent treatment of radiation on the 
eigenfrequency. 
A comparison of the results obtained using the new code with those using Houdek's code shows 
that using the Eddington approximation or consistent radiative transfer makes only a small dif-
ference to the computed frequencies of <5 Scuti oscillations. However, within the roAp stars 
frequency region of 1 < v < 3 mHz, the differences can be large. Therefore for accurate deter-
mination of frequencies it is important to use a consistent treatment of radiative transfer when 
studying the roAp stars. It is also shown that except for the radial mode 11 = 1 there is significant 
difference in the shape of the temperature eigenfunctions introduced by improved treatment of 
radiation for models with M < 1.61\18 , 
Except for the 1.5M::; and 1.61\18 models, all the modes are damped. The unstable modes for the 
1.51\1:: and 1.61\12 models are near 2.5 mHz and 2 mHz respectively. Comparison of the surface 










code shows the largest difference in the 1.01\18 model and the smallest difference in the 2.11\[8 
model. 
A comparison of convective models with radiative models for 1.81\[8 and 2.11\18 stars shows 
that when convection is neglected on both the equilibrium and pulsation model one does not 
introduce an error at frequencies below 1 mHz, but within the roAp stars frequency region 
1 < v < 3 mHz the error is significant. When convection is neglected in roAp stars the growth 
rates are underestimated. We have also shown that when convection is neglected one over-
estimates the dip in the temperature eigenfunctions. Preliminary results, for comparing the new 
code with Medupe's code, have shown that by neglecting the perturbed convective flux one 
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L'ndcr,tunding the proper!ic, of stars forms (h ~ backbone of modern a<.lrophysi<." , jn<:e Slars 
prm·ide \·itai infonnalion "houl [he hi,lor)" and the SlrU<:lur~ of Ihe Univer<><:, To ,JUdy sldluf 
os<:illation, ullow> liS to prot>c inside the ,tar, occause different mod.::s penetrate to ditr"renl 
depths. Thi~ n\(;an, that the more modes arc nb,cr\'ed the more infom131ion "" can li<:ql1ire aboul 
(hm ,tar. Much ha, been dOll<: in the study of ,ldlar oscillations oo\b from lh~ obs~n'Htionul 
ilnd Ih~oreti<:al points of vkw. Ob,;ervH(ion~ provide us with information that can be used to 
understand the phy,;cal procc"c, in the interiors 01- stars. 
This project ,lUdic, the effect, of radiation and cOllvection 011 lil1ll0sphcri<: o,cil lalions in A. F 
and G stars. Tl11S is d0n~ by "llying the non-ad iabmi<: radial puha\ion equations with u con,i,-
tent treatment of rHdiation and a non-locHI mixing-length theory of convection. Thi, research 
improves ollr ClIlTcnt u nder,tandi ng of ho\l." turbulent convection modi lies tk proflt'rlie, or \h~ 
ob>cn ed oscillations in stHrs with con\et.""liye I y lIn~table 'urra<:~ la yer'. Jiurthermor~. the proj~ct 
will provide rurlher in_ighl into th~ details of the interior ,tructllre of stars. High quality data 
i, ulr~Hdy uvailHblc from various space projects. ,uch as from the Canadian project r.l0ST' and 
wi ll be availahle from the FreLII."il proj~ct COROT'. The avuilHbility of ,uch high qUHlity dma 
{kllland, detailed and a<:wrate mo<lels slI<:h a, th~ unes we have developed. 
The interest of studying the non-adi~h1J.t ic o-.cillations i, \h~l i I ~llows one to <:omput~ the eigen-
function, that "an be relakd to multi<:olor pholOmetlic ob'er\"ablc,. since the os.ci llation, are 
always non·adiHbHti<: in the Htn)(),phere of the ,tar. It als.o allows us to study the mechani>;lTI~ 
re'lxm,iblc for the damplTlg and excitatioTl of plll sati ng ,tar,. In all th~ method, for mock iden-
tification developtd ,0 far. whdh~r on mulli<:olor photom~try or sjXctroscopic ohservations. 
the non-adiHba t ic character ()f the oseill miom were neglected. Codes that p~rforn 1 caku Imi on,> 
of non-adiHbatic stel lar osc illation, ha\~ l>cen developed by different sden\i,t, (e.g .. f)7iel11-
howski 1977. SHio & Cox I'mo. Pesnell 1989, Townsend 20(2) bul their 111ethod, adopkd dif-
fu ,ion HpproximHtion to radiali ve transfer in the ste llar atlllo"phere. 
L \Iicn,,"ariuhiiily and (J:..cillalion, nr s-r"" 










2 Chapter 1 
Thl! dfecis or rildialion and cOllvedioll Oil slellar (ls<:illalif)IlS have been sllldkd in the pa,t. 
Baker & Gough (197':Jj studied moocls of IU? Lyme stars using linear Ilon-adiahmic theory_ 
H1c1uding lh~ local rni~ing kngth Ih ,",)ry 10 m()d~l cOIi,<,clion and llirfusiol1 ilpproxilll~li(ln to 
mode I radi~ 1 i VI! Iran , Ier. It was ~h()"n by Ral rn[orlli & Gough (1988) lh ill Ih.: diffusion appro.>.-
imation S<!CI11S to underestimate :l1l11osph<!rir.: radiative damping. Balmfonh [1,:)92u) improved 
their theory by us ing the non-local mixing tocory o j cnnv~clion and lh~ ~Iandard ElldinglOn 
approxllTIalinli (Unnn and Spiegel 1%6) In radi"l;"e transier 10 nlnde11lie sun Th~ Edding-
lOll ilpprm im~ li()n used by Ral m[orth w~s la ler improved by I LOlllkk (19%) by introducing the 
Fddingtoll" faclO l' technique (see Auer ~Ild :\lihalas 1':J70) to COfrect fnr the thermal Slratilica-
tion ol'the 01~ic"lIy Ihm layers. Thereli)re, up lO Ih is poinl We have Iloll-adiabmic theory wilh 
non-local mi xing k ngth ll-.emy 0[' conveclion and Eddington appr", i m,ltion 10 nldialiv~ Ir~nsfcr. 
Christenscn· l)alsgaard &: I-randsen (19::0) dev·eloped a non-adiabatic theory with consistent 
tre"lntent 01' rililimion, They "Iso fO UII<ll hat I he Ed<li ngton appnH i mal ion lTltroduce, il <Ii [Terence 
or abollt 0.05% in the CJicul il tion> or >"I~r eig~nr ",qll~T1<:ies compJred to wh~n tll<! full radiati I'e 
transrer equation is used. ,\ nother contribution In Ihe uncertainties in their eigen rreq uenc i e~ w~s 
the e lTect or convection. Thu<, we w,ml to estim"le th~ ullCert"inties in the calculalion or eigen-
r I<'qllendes ir rmliat ive trJnsr er imd 1I<>l1-I (><:~1 111i, ing I englh Iheory 0[' conveclion is lls<:d . rhe 
formalism ll sed hy Christensen· Dalsg~dnl &: hand SCll (1983) was later uscd by Medupc (2002) 
to silldy !'\)i\ p Slars. 
U ,ing an il]lproach , i m; I ilr to our8, Ral mfnrlh el al (200 I ) show~d that convection ill hi bi 18 os<:i 1-
l~ lions, ~nd Ihilt lhe ~bsence or conv~c lion in pol~r regions of the rap idly oSl:illming Ap (roAp) 
stars can lead to the excitation of high overtooe pulsations in their hydrogen ionizat ion zone. 
They u>cd the puls"tion cn<k <kvelnpcd by Hourek ( 1 <)<)6), i\ Ilhough their el] uil ihrium mod-
el> invo1v~d mol<' elaborme p/ly,ics or roAp ~I<lr,_ lhei r ciilculation, included radi~ lion energy 
transfn in th~ Eddington ~pproxim~lioll ~T1d Ih~y m~de us<: or non I<xcillmixing len,[!th th~ol)' in 
the ir treatmcnt 01' convecl ion. 
We are aw~re or th~ limi tatinll or our appmltch si nce ,ll,r equilihri um rn,xle Is ar~ not as e I alxlrme 
as those 01 Balmlolth et al (2001). They used a comjXlsi te equilibriulll lll<.Mel, consisting 01' 
polar re,[!ions with stron,[! magnetic field, that suppress convection and un equatorial region thai 
,,1101'.' conveclion, 
Our trcutment of <:onvection is similar to those of 13almfonh tt al (200 I) and our treatmcnt 01' 
radi"lion i8 based on Chrbtensen-Dalsgaard & Frandsen (I ':J~3) ltn<l :\1edupe (1002). We t(xlk 











It ,hould b~ nllt~d that lh~ ll1[)des oo,erved in roAp ,tars and ,j Scuti <,tar, are generally nOIl-
radiaL rh~ n~w code can still hc appiled to the roAp ,tar, hccuu,e they ure high ov~nlln~ 




The high order mod~s are trapped in >llallllw acoustic cavities just below the suli'ace. Hcre~, 
und <;1< are radial and horizo~tal component, ot thc di'placemcnt iif'. and (J"<i i, a dimcmionless 
fl'cqucncy defined hy 
2 W 1 
(J"J = GM"" , 11.21 
wh~I'~ "; i, th~ pubation frequency. H i, the ,wllar ratliu" AI the stellar ma" and C the gruv-
itational constant. In cuse or ii Scuti ~tar:s the cod~ can only b<' upplkd to th~ one pulsating in 
radial mode;. In g~n~ml the n~w code i, more applicable to thc mAp stani than a Scuti Slars. 
The outline of thb the,is i, prc,cnted as follows. [n lhi, chapler [ gil'e a brief introdllctilln til 
,teHar o>cillation~. folluwed hy a brier tlescription 01' the prllpertie, of roAp und (\ Scuti ;tal's. 
I pay panicular alt~ntio~ to the,e stal'~ ~ill\:e th~y are g'-"Od candidatcs to apply our caicuialiom, 
to. In addition. a background to the thcory of radiation antl cDTl\'cction a.~ applicable to the roAp 
and ii Scuti star:s is presented. I~ chapter 2. I pr~~~nt d~rivatillns of thc pulsation equution, that 
w~ want to >ohe. The solutio~s to the pulsation equation, pl'c,cllled in chapter 2 re"ulting rrom 
comhining lI1edupc alll! HDudek codes ure pre,enkd in chapter 3. In dtapkr 4, I mmpal'c the 
new codc with Houdek's cod~, \V~ end with t.h e clllK'hJ~ion~ in dlUptcr 5. 
1.1 Stellar osl'illations 
O~e or the be~cfits of studying stellar oscillations i, that it can be u~etllo ohtulli iuformation 
about the interior of the Slars in the ~amc way thut ,ei,mic ,tudie, of the earth ba, re\'eakd 
lnlorrrlation ulxnJl the structure or the clllth. Pubating star:s are stars whmc luminosity vari~ 
pcli()dicaily due to imrin,ic pmpcrtics of the ,tar; thelme1ve,. Thi, variation <:Duld he untler-
blood in temlS of radial and non-radial pu\salion~. Rudial puhation i, wh~r~ the ~tar expa~ds 
and contract~ while main tuiuing a spherical symmetr)', The IKllH'adial plJisatilln is where some 
puns 01' th~ swr surfac~ moY~ inwards while other parts move outwards, Pulsaling ,tar, arc 
found throllghollt the l.lenz,pnmg-Russcll (HR) diagram ,oown in Figurc 1.1. Accon..ling to 
Chrhlenscn·Dalsgaard (2001) the Cepheid in"ahiiLly "trip is an important. r~gi()n in Ihe di~­
gram. Stars lik~ C~plleids C ~ Ccp ') antl RR Lyrae r RR Lyr '). ii Scuti (" (\ Set ') and rapidly 
oscillating Ap (" roAp') are IrlCated in that region. Thi~ diagram ~how~ thai pubatillns in a star 











Puisming 't~r' ,how periodic varialiuns In IlLminosi ty. radial vdocitie_s and .som~times ~\'~n in 
their Ii IlC profiks. Lumino~ity variat ion~ ha' ~ l>.2en knuw n fur centurres, t(lr ~x:l.Inplc, Mira has 
l>.2~n knuw n lu chang~ ]mghtllC's since 15% (,.,~ C~rroll & (l>tlk 1996), M,my pul'ali ng ,tar, 
ha"~ low df~ctive I~mperat ure,. placing thcm Orl the right-handsidc of the liN. diagram, The 
pul,ationai frcqueocks dqend on th~ propenk' of ~t~lI ar maUer, and they can l~ mea'llI'ed to 
\'el'y high precision compured to other oh""rvahk q uallli ti~, like \elllper~tllr~ and gra\' itj' (",",e AI'-










Figure 1. 1: Ilcn7'prun g-R us~e II di agram ,ho\\ i ng the location of sc\'~ra i c I a'>S<''> of pul ,ul in g 












of th~ stars in the <;anJe way th:lt <.eismic studies of the earth has r~vealcd in formation aboul Ihe 
stru~tur~ of the earth. The lechnique~ of ~ei,mology were iLrst developt'd to stlLdy th~ mod~s of 
oscil btion in Uw Sun ...... hich gave ri sc to helioscismology. The accurate deten]] inati on 0 f wund 
~I'<'ed and rotation rate a~ a fuoct lon of depth and latitude in the sun are ~ome of the im]Xlrtant 
results of hdioseismology. The more delailed discu,"~ion or the tlwnry of ,tdlar plllsations can 
h~ found in Cox (I 'l~()J. Unno et a!. (1989) and Chri~t~nsen-Dal,gaard (2000. 2003). 
1.1.1 The description of the oscillations 
1.1.1.1 The puJsation mode 
Stars arc three dimensional hodie,. thm~fore their individual pulsation nllX]e, can bt' ~haroc­
teri""d by Ihe qlLantum numhcrs n . f and 111. Th~sc arC dehned in detai l below: 
• The radial quantun, number n gi\es the tolal nUrl\b~r of nodes in the radial dir~ction. /\ 
mode with" = () is called the lowest-order mode. II = 1 the til'il o\~rtone. n = 2 th~ 
'~cond o\erlone. dc. 
• The spherical degree f is the total number nlXlal lin~' on the ,urfa~~ of Ihe 'Iar. For t = O. 
Ih~rc an;, no noonllincs on the surfacc and the star pubatc, radially. 
• The azimulhal ord~r III is the "lLmher of surrac~ nodal hnes paralld to ILlles of longitlLoc. 
Jiul1hcrmme. [ - Iml is the number ofsurfa<:e llod~, thai are lines of latitud~. Abo the vallL~' of 
11 1. range from -£ to +f. 
Th~ pulsation equation ~oluliom are of Ihe forn': 
y(r. e, 0, tl A.n( r I IT' (e . 0) £lXP (i .. "tj . (1.3) 
where "!I j, any perturocd quant it y. Here A" gives the radial dc~nden~e of the eigenfunction, 
and i, typic;'lIy obtained from the n u Ill~ri~al ~ol ution<; of pul<;ation ~q lLations. Th~ function Y/" 
i, a spherical harnlOnie with. 0 the <:o-latilmle. f,'J Ih" azimuth angle in ,pheli~al eoordinat ~' and 
time I. 
1.1.1.2 Seismic ""aws 
The difr..,rent Iy pt', 0 f ,~i~mi<: wa\ es ",hidl prot><;, di ff~rent regi on' of a ,tar are de",ri~d tx:low: 
• For I h~ p-m()(\e" Ihe pri ncipal re,toring force tor owi ll ation, i, pl""lLre. They l"Ca<:h 
max imum ampl itlLde near the stellar surt"ace. A, the frequencies of the p-n'od~, in<:rea~", 















Figur~ 1.2 TtJ;, propapl.ion of p-lnode' i~ ~h()wll in A and g-modcs in B. High~r d"gr"~ p-
l1l()d~ ha, n = 8, [ = lUU. wh~reas the lower dcgre~ p-Ill()(k has n = 8. r = 2. The g-mode 
has I) = 10. r = :;, The p-mlxks call lravd IhfllUgholit Ihe SUIl. wher~a, the g-mod~s arc 
coniined ""n~~lh til<' Cl)l1\'~cli(ln Z()l1~ of Ih~ Sun. Thb sk~ l ch is taken from Gough, Leihach~r 
& TO"n1l'e (1996) . 
• For Ih~ g-mlld~" II..., gravily ((If negative buoyancy) is the l'C>toring fl)rc~. fhe)' reach 
lh~ i r maximuill Rlllpllludc near the sWllar cor,,_ Th~ numb.er 01 radial node, iocrea,e, as 
I h~ fr"<iucnc i~.' of I he g-mod~, d~c r~.,,~ _ nl" r~gi(ln where g-modes n:ach the ir max i mum 
amplit\ld~ i <; diff ~renl for degenerate ,{ar, (e.g. whi te dwarf,) than fOT rlOJI-dcgeneral ~ 'lill'" 
mooelkd in lhis the,is . 
• l~l1ll1d~, ar~ hlllizontal ,url;l\:e wave~. very ,imilar to the ocean waves. 
Figure 1.2 (Aj show, how acoustic ca"'li~s ar~ Sd up illlhc SUll ,I11d other star,. Let us con,ider 
a p-mlld~ ,tarting I"a"" II..., ~urface at 'ome angle. a, it propagate, inward. il pcll~lmles rqions 
of increa:,in!! temperature. lis ,peed i ncn:as~, as c., x VT/I" wh~re"j" is II..., l':ll1peralun:. /i 
is lh.: m.:an nmkcular w~ighl arl!.! ro. is Ihe SD Ull1l speed. Th.:rdor~ ,u\:h a wa\'~ i, rdmekd 
baek towards the slllfac~. As It approache., the surfac~, it experi~l1\:~s a ura<;lic dwp ill d.:nsilj 
and i, rcfkcwd hack IOwarus Ih~ inwrior agaill, The Iwo p-mlxl.:<; m~ ShOWll. 011 e incli n.:d far 
from the "~rtical rewllillg in a shallO\I acousli\: cm'il},. Anolh.:r 011~ wjlh re lativelj ~ma ller 
illcilMlion lolh~ v~rtical p':l1dral.:, u.:~p.:r ill tll lh~ >t ar. The radial mode ([ Uj can go ri!!hl 
through th.: C':l1t.:r. Th.:rdm~ la rg~ .(-valu.: mllde:; have ,hallow~r acoustic cavitie" whik small 
f valu.:, creat.: d.:~pt:r \:avitk', II ll1l'a ll' valuabk information aboulthe core of a Slar Call b.e 
obtained from II..., mod~~ that reach Ihe center of the :;rar. However for a medium 10 inftuenc~ 











Ihe prop~rties of sound wav~. til<' wave [leeds 10 'pend .,ome time in that m~di llm. U nfOitu natel y 
Ihe sOllnd wav~, spend littk time in the core due to tile high ~(H,lnd ~peed lhere. 
In figllrt 1,2 (8 ) the g-m()(it~ are mo,lly confin~d to the regions below the convection zone, This 
mean, the hOllndarie, of the convection zone are the rdlection poinl' for lhe g-mode~. 
1.1.2 Mod e identitieation 
Mode ideillitication is the process of det~rmining 11. t and m qU<ll1l~m number, Ihal de~<:rihe <I 
mode from the ,bla of a plll,ating Slar, The pnl,ation mod~, are Identified from th~ aCClll'a1e 
multi-color photometry. singk-color frequency ~peclra. 'peclmsmpi<: te<:hniqu~, and the tech-
nique, lhal comhine photometric and ,pcctroscopic data, I discus, the multi-color photomelrj' 
~nd line profile vari<ll.ion Ie<;hniq~e, in Ihe TleXl S~b.,~ClioHs. Th~ ,ingk color frequency spec-
tmm ha, hccn critical in d~termilling the ( -\,a lut in the roAp star,. In fact. il i~ the ol1ly ~lhod 
(hal curreTlllj' .... or\. <; for roAp ,tar" 
1. 1.2. 1 .'."III1i-color pilntomctQ lhhniqul' 
An expr~'~ion to ,[e",ribe tile '<lrialion of Tk)n-radial pulsation amphtude \\i(h sUlface brigh(-
nes<; and area was tirst derived by J)z1emool",ki (1977). However hi, fomliJia "'<I' bolomelri~ 
Iherdore il could not be ea'>1 Iy mmpared with data. Th~ formula is presented as follow s: 
fl.m.1 = -I.OIl{; -,-+-( ~S, ") S.\ ilu ( 1.4) 
where fl.,'" i, the sllrtace brightntss vmiation due to pulsations <lnd .1 ,1/10 i~ lh ~ geo~tric 
'arialion. The linear relalion hetween pertllrh~d ,llTrOC~ brightn~ss fl..,'>. and som~ colel/' imkx 
':'(1)]\1 - 1ll\, ) W<l' assumed in order to milke O/.iembow,ki 's f(lrmula comparahle wi(h data 
by Balona & Stohie ( 1979). Therefore. --'l.8, is obtained and tile dcgrte I. ,-,ould be determin~d 
lrom ph()[omelric and radial velocity data and the knowledg~ of (he radius of tile star ~nder 
con,ideralion, It wa' ,howH by SI<lmfonl & W<ll'>on (19SI) lhat f(lrf > I the a<;sump(ion of 
a single-value rdation between sUlface brightne" change, and color v<lrialion, doe, nOI apply. 
The Improvement made by Stamlord &. Watson (1981) to the formalism ofTlziemoow~ki (1977) 
arc a, follow, 
I. TIle '>leilar fl~x is defined in terms of effeeli'e lem~ralure (T"ffJ arkl surioce grav-
ity (log 9 j, Tlli., lJle,m' (hal in tl",ir form~ Ia. ~rt~rb<llion' ; 11 Tef J and log !I arc inc Illded 
in fl..','", 
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These two effects arc inel udell in tll<: fomlUla by Wat~()ll ( I 988 J. lhe fomlula by Watsoll which 
rieSl;riks the depenocnce of the magnitude of a pulsating star on wavelength and pubmional 
parall1~t~r' ib: 
where ( « J is an am pl itude parameter and 1'0 i~ the cObine of the inclinatioll of th~ bl~lIar 
pulsalion a,i, to the oilsen'er. The funclLon f';" is the Legendre polytlOmial of degree {and fit. 
rhe terms T, to T, ure ~xplai n~d belo"", 
T, u-, Ding,";" B' ")1 T ' ( 0!4 ef! 
I 
,,fi log F" 
'iAI' ( "I 
u or;.Q 
'/~ = (11),.(2 I ()( 1 - (), 
, p'C iJlJo. 
h=- , 
2.302GD log,q 
( I .6) 
The lerms T j and T~ account for the local tempemture challg~, Oil ~tellar 'llrra(:~ and limb-
darkening variations due \0 surface tempera ture variation" The terlll> 7" ,III!.! T, account. reo 
~pcctivcly. for the variatiolls in the actual geometry of the "tar and the local surface pressure 
changes. Here term T:, occO\.lm~ for th.: limb-dark.:ning varilltions dllt: 10 ,urfa(:.: grll vily varill-
tions, The quantily 1/ app"aring in terms T. and To is a measure of the \"arimion of Mllface gu~ 
pr~~s ur~ as Mllfa(:~ gravity vari~, and is given a, 
p' ( 1.7) 
The lie. is the weighled limb-durkening inkgral: 
bn, = la ' hAII/'ellx , ( 1.l!) 
1/.her~ h>. i, Ihe limb-(brk~ning functioll, Here quantit), (' is a mea,ure of whether the radial or 
tk horizontal component of Ihe os"illation' dmninat~s and i, dcfiTlcd a, 
( 1.9) 
whi<:h i, the inverse of (J'~ . The quamily (til i, the rat io of horizonlallO r~dial vel()cilY amplitudes 
and is rebted to ,., hy: 
i I 10) 
f<or pur~ r~dial ,,,,,illation, G is negat;.e. meaning that pre,~ure variation~ alway' ad in ()PPO-
,ilion 10 rudius variation'. anrl for Ihe nOn -radial Ca,e (' may he either posili ,e where horizontal 











parameter n' appearing in T, and T, is the ratio of reb.tive temperature to radius perturhalions 
and Can he written a.,: 




J ITljl " 
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Accord, ng 10 [)/jelll how:;]..i (1977), ill nOIl-radi" I owi Ilmor;, the pre>w re rerturb"tion can h"ve 
th~ sam~ ~ign of radi u, perturbation at the stell ar surface whenever horizontal motions domi nate 
in the o>.Ciliat ion The reblwn is al> 1,111011'1>: 
Jp [I -, - =I f (JI/ )' 
p 
(\ r 
f(f' ~I )(JII] I [/(t I 1 J"n -, " , f - 1] .-,41" al th~surface.(1.14 ) 
where <Tl, is the Eu lelian pert urbatil'n of gr"vitational pot~ntial. C sillg Cow ling approximation 
<1; , can be neglected. since q;, /q n is >ufficiently smal l to he ignored at the stellar surface. Hence 
e'l uation (1 ,14) C~rI be wri I tell a~ 
iip = (,iiT 
P 
al the surface. (1. I~) 
TIlis llIe~ns ifl(I ' and 6 r( If) / h' Ilear lh~ :;urface for adiabmi<: o>ci Ilat ions can lx rd"t<!d as: 
oT ~6T( If ) 
T =VdoC-
H
-· (1. 16) 
hence W = '\ <uK'. For Ihe Iloll-adiabalic oscill"tion~ those two quantities are typically related 
as 
6r(R) Roo""" exp(i'!I, )C'-,-,-. (l. 17) 
wher~ H"" i~ lhe amplitude parameter and W, the phase difference between the temperature aim 
r"dius perturbations. In case of adiab~t ic osei ll ations N od = I and fur non-adiahatic osci II aliunl> 
Hod approache, zero. 
Wats.on (l9SS) used equation (1.5) to show lhat dilTerenl modes rx;cupy dillerent regiuns ur 
the amplilude ratio \'er~u~ phase di l1t:~nce diagr;ull o\'~r ~ broad rang~ of paran1elers. Walwll 
















Figure 1.3: A plot of {..J. IJ _ ' / A 1 ) ver,>u s «(.J lJ- ' - 0 , ), 1fi nuiians, for J Sell!; ,tar. Th~ th~(lrd ic~1 
areas lor the (If. Wj ill"; wcn; caku1al~d wilh 0.25 :'0 R ad :; I ,md YO :; ojI'l :S H O The 
mll.J~s I' = 0, 1. 2 ill<' writlen next 10 the areas in whidl observed point, nfthrn,c rno<.k, ,hnuld 
lie. Taken from Wm,oll (l'j~8)_ 
k1cation of the area is detel'rll ined by tIl<: valu", of n~d ant.! o1> J" r\ 1\ ~'alllpk 0 I" I. hi, di~grilm ~, 
urri ied h)' Wat,oll ( 19RR) 10 a Ii &~ti slar is giv<'Jl ;11 Fig. 1.3 in th~ range; 0 ~ R ac! :C" I and 
ocr ::; 'i' T ::; 140' . The l lll()d~ for (he ohs<'rv"d st<lr can then be delermilJeu fmlll the area in 
which the observed point lie, in thi s figure. Walsoll allclllp4cd 10 do this ror ()Ih~r pulsating ,wr 
cla%cs and succcc<kd in mm,l bul. nOi with I.h~ roAr slars. 
('01'94 improved on the method 1'01' the evaluation of 1ll<l1lochrornatic flux "arial1(lll d~snikd 
by Watson (1988) hy using linear non-adiahatic eigenfunctions, They cakulated vaIn", for J 
and 1i-' n,ing a linear non-adiabatic code used by Dziclllbow,ki & PamyatJl)'kh (1993), which 
u,e, th" diffusion appl'Oximation for the rau;ati\'e tm",f"r aJld ""gkds dT~CIS o r com"dion. 
They u.sed amplitude ralio / aJld phase dilkr""c" -J!' i"sk~d llC B' ~1ll1 ~'T r~spectively as was 
do"e hy \\'al"",_ The '-lilalll i ti~, I :mu rj) arlO ddin"d~, f = (oL / L j/ (or/r ) ~nd ~' arq(f) 
wh~r~ 01) " is [h" f't'r lurh.;d lum;Jlo,i ly. Th~y h~v~ shown Ihat it is po,~ible 10 determine the 
radial ord~r of [h" 0 hs"n cd mod~, as well as Ih.: Jll~an ,td lar parameters Crom the comparison 
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of the nOll-adiahatic oh~ervahks with data of .d Cephd ,tars. Our n~w code i, all impro,ement 
on CVP94·, code therefore it wi ll be wonh allempting tn apply CDP94·s kchnigll<.' using 0\11" 
cOOe on the data ot f, Scuti stars. 
FoullLaille el al (I 'i':J6) developed a method which does not requ in: the~e plot '. alld their melhod 
was applied on f1'.lhalillg white dwarfs where nnl) the eakulated amplitud<.', of pulsation wa~ 
compared wilh Ill<: observed one,. They quantili",j the eompari<.on hy calculating quantity ), ~ 
defined hy: 
x"(f) = t (qai~~ bi ) 
,-, 
(I .18) 
\\ hen: the ;ummatiol' i, t;)k~n over the wavehands; Here I'i i ~ the ohserved alllpi illldc in wave-
band i with corre'ponding uncertainly a; and ah i, lhe compuled amplillide for degree 1.. Tlic 
faCior q i, the 1I0nnah,atioll cnn~tanl They eakulated )?(il for f = 1 and 2 at each point on 
three 91 x 91 grids in (T,,,.log.9J·p lane where eaeh glid allowed a diflerent Ireatment of con-
veCI ion hee seC\lOn for eOIll·eClinn J. At each poi III the vahl<.' q that min imiud \" is chosen. The 
place on each grid where \"(f) is the lowe~t gives the point al which the ohserved and predicted 
amplitudes arc in be'>t agre"menl. For all the Ihree grid,. ,allie, 01· x"( 11 Were 10.1 er than \"(2) 
then lhe I = 'j ~olution, arc tavollrt'd. The advantage of this m"tl>o<l i, that it doe, not rel y on 
the ami trary dl(,ice of a 'peei lie wa,,,hand tor norrllailsat ion. These re,u lIS arc sen,itive to the 
Irealmen! of convection. 
The rTle!hOO hy Fountaitl<-' el al (19%) wa, latcr getl<-'raliscd by l3alona & Ev~rs (1999) 10 il ,dude 
Ihe ca'" wll<:re bolh amplitude al ,d pm<.c' arc us.cd in dctermilllng the mode. '\10de iden!ification 
in 6 Scmi stars is made difficult by the pre'elle~ of the g-mode'. me •• Ie, 01 mixed character 
and hy stellar rotation. This is because rotation introduc~s a tine stnlCtur" in the mode, alld 
abo mudilk' the treqlleacy expected in a non-rotating star (see l3alona & .Ev~rs 1999). The 
identified modes can be u'>ed Lo delermi n~ the 'Iellar pararllder' (eg. dTecLive terTI perature and 
luminosity) from til<-' pulsation frequencies. 
[n case of the roAp '>tars the Wal,on', f(~llluia faib b~cau~~ of ils limila tion'_ The Wat-
son formula is hased on 11'1<-' atl11o,phere that is Ir"akd as a single layer wilh the a"umption 
thal the eigenfunctions arc con,lant there. It wa, shown by I\kdupe. Kurtz &. Chri'len,en-
Dalsgaard (1000) and .\1edupe, Chri~lc'nsen-Dal,gaard & Kurtz (2()02) thaI Ill<-' eigenfirnnions 
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Figure 1.4: EXllmple 01 pulsationallinc prulik vanalions for 6 Scuti ,tar T Peg with r = In, 
III = - 10 and /} siwi = '6(1~ m/.~_ T~k.::n limn Kennelly et a1. 1,1 99Hj. 
1.1.!.2 Line prolilc variat ion, 
Th~ detcl1nination 01 the az imuthal order m can he JXl;;.~ihlc by mean, of an analysis of spcclrai 
I LIl~ profile change,_ The non-radi ul os<;i Ilutions can produce I inc-prohl c variation <; lahhre"i uted 
hcreurttr u, LPV,1j by !ht fo llowing m~llIlS: 
I. {he Duppler "hi I-I "rlhe ,pcdr..lllinc, due to ,urfac~ \'docitics, 
2. and the IlKul ,uri ace brightness ' -ari atiun. 
The line profi It'> of u >tur deptnd on III.:: >urface vdodty and the wmpcralurc of th.:: lmc- runni ng 
"'gion. which m~llllS the shape of the line IS afkclcd hy the vc l o~ily and temperature pcitlubu-
lion, due to pulsation. There arc I WO l)'pe' 1.PV·,: moving bumb, aero,s u rotationally broad-
~ned abwrption lint of a rapidly rotutor >uch us ( Oph stars (Walkcr CI al. 1979. Vog i 8: P~nrod 
19S3). and vanation, in l~ whole ,hurt' of an ubsorption line of a slow rotalOT sueh a, 53 Per 
vanahle, (Smilh 1 Ln7.1 L)7S) und mo,t of the i3 eel' >!ur" The LPVs tal.:~ til< limn or IravLlling 
hump' [halm","': ""ross l~ lint from the blue to the red par!. Th~ LPVs may be confused with 
th~ truvelling bump:; du~ 10 spots on the SUJ'fllC~ at a rntaling star, Ho",c\'~r. the fact that one 
CXpt'ct.1 to derive all estimaw ot th~ rotational \~lncLty from Ihe <,Iar,pol-induced LPV~ mukt, 
til< travelling humps tu be ditrercnlial~d. Figure IA shows lint proJikl for,\ Scmi star, Peg at 











the bumps and one finds that the number and the spacing of the bumps on the line depend on [ 
and 171 then those travelling bumps are the results of pulsation. 
To understand how pulsational LPVs can be used for mode identification we discuss how LPVs 
are modelled. For detailed description see Kambe & Osaki (1988), Lee & Saio (1986, 1990) and 
Pesnell (1989). To model LPVs, you need to specify: 
• the parameters that describe the pulsational mode (£ and rn) and its amplitude, 
• and orientations of rotation and pulsation axes with respect to the observer which come in 
the form of three angles, namely the inclination of the rotation axis to the observer i, the 
magnetic obliquity (31110 and the azimuth of pulsational pole G p • 
An expression for the pulsational velocity field for p- or g-modes is given as 
4' [( a 1 fJ) Ill· . ) ( . )] /Jose = ,He l. (lH ae' QlI sine fJ¢ Y{ (e,9 exp l...Jt ( 1.19) 
where /Jose is the velocity caused by oscillation, A is the velocity amplitude, Re indicates that 
we are interested in the real parts of the expressions inside the bracket. For a p-mode in which 
the radial velocity component dominates the horizontal component A * is the radial velocity 
amplitude, and for the g-mode in which horizontal component dominates A represents horizontal 
velocity amplitude. Thereafter the LPVs are modelled by dividing the visible surface of a star 
into a number small surface elements, then Doppler shifting an intrinsic line profile assuming a 
velocity field as given in equation (1.19) at each surface element. 
In order to compare the LPVs model with data, the above mentioned parameters are chosen by 
trial and error and adjusted until a best fit is made with data. According to Balona (1986a) this 
method works fine for single mode stars but becomes more difficult when more than one mode 
of comparable amplitudes are present. To cover the multimode stars Balona (I 986a, 1986b) 
proposed a method in which the line profile variations is characterised by the series of moments. 
Thereafter series of moments are Fourier transformed to yield frequency spectra. The [ and 
m can be determined from relationship that exist between relative amplitudes and phases of 
moments. This method of Balona allows one to deduce the following pulsational parameters in 
addition to [ and Tn: 
• the angle of inclination to the line of sight i, 
• the projected rotational velocity v sin i, 
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1.1.3 6 Senti and roAp stars 
Since I pay more attention to A stars I will give a brief introduction to examples of A stars 
namely 6 Scuti and roAp stars. The results of linear non-adiabatic equations to be presented 
in the next chapter can be used to calculate the non-adiabatic observables such as amplitude 
ratios and phase differences for roAp stars and 6 Scuti stars separately. This is the work we 
intend to do in future. The non-adiabatic observables are useful for the mode identification 
which is the essential step in asteroseismology (see Watson 1988 and Cugier, Dziembowski & 
Pamyatnykh 1994, hereafter CDP94). 
1.1.3.1 6 Scuti stars 
For a detailed review on 6 Scuti stars see Breger (1995; 2000). The 6 Scuti stars have spectral 
types of A and F and are located in the classical instability strip in the HR diagram in Figure 1.1. 
They have effective temperatures of between 7000]( and 9000]( and masses around 2 - 2.51\(.). 
They pulsate in radial and non-radial p (and possibly g) modes with periods between 20 minutes 
and 8 hours with low radial order 1I. According to Breger (2000) the non-radial pulsation of 
6 Scuti found photometrically are low degree (£ :; 3) and low order (1/ = 0 to 7) p-modes, 
while spectroscopic investigations can detect modes of higher £. In addition, the mixed modes 
with p-mode character towards the surface and g-mode character in the deep interior may be 
observed, and are reported to have been found in FG Vir star (see Viskum et al 1998, Breger et 
al 1999). These mixed modes are due to changes in the core as hydrogen is converted to helium 
which affects the frequencies of the g-modes. The p- and g-modes frequency regions are well 
separated in the unevolved stars, but as the stars evolve the frequencies of the g-modes increase 
and finally mix with the p-modes. This is known as the avoided crossings between interacting 
p- and g- modes (see Christensen-Dalsgaard 2000), and this allows studies of the deep interior 
of these stars to be possible. 
According to Chevalier (1971) pulsation in the 6 Scuti stars is driven by the n;-mechanism in 
the second partial helium ionization zone. For the K:-mechanism to work opacity must increase 
with compression. In most regions of the star, using Kramers law, the opacity decreases as tem-
perature increases upon compression. However in the partial ionization zone (eg. hydrogen and 
helium ionization zones) upon compression opacity increases due to small temperature increase. 
This increase in opacity blocks radiation from inside of the star, and the ionization zone gains 
energy which causes the star to expand. During expansion, the opacity decreases and this causes 
energy to be released. It must be noted that the partial zone is responsible for pulsation in a sense 
that, it can absorb heat during compression, move towards the surface to release heat during ex-












The 6 Scuti stars can be divided into two subgroups namely the high-amplitude 6 Scuti stars (HAOS) 
and the low amplitude 6 Scuti stars (LADS). The HADS show an amplitude of the order of 
0.3 mag in their light curves, whereas the LADS show amplitude of the order 0.03 mag. Many 
HAOS appear to pulsate radially, while both radial and non-radial pulsations are observed among 
the LADS. Many of the 6 Scuti stars are fast rotators with rotational speeds of up to 250 km/ s. 
The LADS can be both fast and slow rotators and the HAOS are only found among slowly 
rotating stars with a velocity below 30 km/ s. 
1.1.3.2 The roAp stars 
In this section I give a short description of roAp stars. For detail reviews see Kurtz (1990) and 
Martinez & Kurtz (1995). The roAp stars are found in the instability strip on the HR diagram 
located on the the main sequence (see North et al. 1997). They have an effective temperature in 
the range of about 6600 to 10000[( and pulsate in high overtone p-modes with a period between 
6 and 21 minutes. These stars are chemically peculiar, slow rotators and have strong global 
magnetic fields with field strengths varying from hundreds C; to a few kG. They are peculiar 
because their spectra show enhanced lines of iron-peak and rare earth elements. 
The pulsation properties of roAp stars have been explained by the oblique-pulsator model (Kurtz 
1982). According to this model the pulsation axis is aligned with the magnetic axis and both 
are inclined to the rotation axis. This model has been improved upon and put on firm theoreti-
cal basis by Oziembowski & Goode (1985), Shibahashi & Takata (1993) and Takata & Shiba-
hashi (1993). In this version of the oblique pulsator model, the effects of the Coriolis force and 
those of the centrifugal force are neglected. One of the effects of centrifugal force is to distort 
the shape of a star. For other effects of rotation in general see Tassoul (1978) and Wolff (1983). 
In addition, the effects of magnetism on pulsation were treated as a small perturbation. 
In trying to apply this approximation to the roAp stars, Oziembowski & Goode (1996) showed 
that the large surface magnetic fields found in most roAp stars create magnetic pressures com-
parable to gas pressures in the atmosphere of these stars. Oziembowski & Goode (1996) argued 
that magnetic effects cannot be treated as a small perturbation and as a result they suggested 
an improvement to the oblique pulsator model that treats the effects of surface magnetic field 
non-perturbatively. The non-perturbative treatment of the effects of magnetic field in roAp stars 
are presented by Bigot et al (2000), Dziembowski & Goode (1996) and Cunha & Gough (2000). 
They show that the strong magnetic field distorts axi-symmetric pulsation modes so that their 
angular dependence is described by a linear combination of spherical harmonics of different £ 
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be ignored over those of the centrifugal force. Bigot & Dziembowski (2002) have succeeded in 
reproducing the model where the pulsation axis is inclined to both the magnetic field and the 
rotation axis. 
The roAp stars have luminosities and masses similar to those of the <5 Scuti stars. Because 
of this it was suggested that oscillations observed in roAp stars might also be driven by the "" 
mechanism operating in the region of the second ionization of helium. Balmforth et al (2001) 
have showed that the strong magnetic field near the magnetic poles of roAp stars is enough 
to suppress convection, whereas convection is unsuppressed near the equator. The detail of 
Balmforth et al (2001) equilibrium stellar model is given in section 1.1. They showed that the 
high frequency pulsations are excited by the /1, mechanism in the hydrogen ionization zone of 
the polar regions. Balmforth et al (2001) also showed that the presence of turbulent pressure 
in the equatorial regions stabilizes the high overtone modes. Cunha (2002) used the models 
used by Balmforth et al. (2001) to predict theoretical instability strip (TIS) for roAp stars and 
compare them with observations. They however found the red edge of the TIS appears hotter 
than according to the observations. They also found that all high radial order modes of models 
around 1.6l\J(') to be unstable. Recent work by Cunha and Sousa (2006) has shown that helium 
settling is responsible for the stabilization of low-order modes in roAp stars. 
Here I give a summary of the recent observation results of roAp stars obtained using high-
resolution spectroscopy. In particular the results on the monotonic blue-to-red motion in the 
line profile variation found in lines of third ionization states of the rare-earth elements (hereafter 
REE), Neodymium (Nd) and Praeseodymium (Pr), in roAp stars. It was found by Kochukhov 
& Ryabchikova (2001) in roAp star, I Equ, that the features in the line profiles of Nd III and 
Pr III are seen to move only from blue to red, and not in a sinusoidal form as typically expected. 
According to the interpretation of Kochukhov & Ryabchikova (200 I) the blue-to-red LPV of 
I Equ is caused by pulsation modes of degree P = 2 or 3 and azimuthal order Tn = -P or 
Ti/. = -P + 1. 
This blue-to-red movement has previously been observed in rapidly rotating B stars (Vogt & 
Penrod 1983; Balona et al. 2002). Thus it is surprising to find this behaviour in a slow rotating 
star like I Equ which does not have rotationally broadened lines. In fast rotating stars, lines are 
rotationally broadened and the blue-to-red LPV phenomenon is regarded as a manifestation of 
prograde sectoral modes that produces LPV's on a rotationally broadened line. 
In trying to interpret this problem Shibahashi et al. (2004, 2008) proposed the following hy-
pothesis: In the atmosphere of roAp stars the radial velocity increases with an increasing height 
above the photosphere. At a certain level the radial velocity exceeds the sound speed and a 
shock wave is generated. As the shock wave propagates through the layer under consideration, 











height. This process repeats itself and the resultant variation in the Doppler shift is in agreement 
with the LPV observed in Nd line similar to the one observed in rapidly rotating B stars. If the 
postulation is correct the following were expected: (a) The spectral lines formed deep in the at-
mosphere where the motion is subsonic the LPV will be sinusoidal; (b) The chemical elements 
not concentrated in magnetic polar regions should show sinusoidal LPV because their pulsa-
tion velocities remain subsonic; (c) The lines formed in the upper part of the atmosphere near 
the magnetic polar regions the LPV should show monotonic blue-to-red motion only. Unfortu-
nately the simulation based on this hypothesis did not reproduce radial velocity curve obtained 
by Kochukov and Ryabchikova (2004) from the moment method. 
Given the new observational information of ( Equ, Shibahashi et al. (2008) estimated the height 
of shock wave formation and found that given the limitation on the model atmospheres, they 
think it is plausible for shocks to occur in the REE layers. 
The equilibrium models that we will use are more appropriate for modelling c5 Scuti stars rather 
than the composite models required for the roAp stars. 
1.1.4 The basic equations of hydrodynamics 
A star is composed of gas (or a fluid), therefore it can be described by equations of hydrody-
namics, i.e., continuity equation, equation of motion and energy equation. We shall assume the 
equilibrium star to be static, hence the time derivatives of the equilibrium quantities will be ig-
nored, as a result, there are no equilibrium velocities for example. These equations are described 
below. 
1.1.4.1 The continuity equation 
The mass conservation in a fluid is described by the continuity equation 
dt + div(pu) = 0, ( 1.20) 
where p is density and u is the fluid velocity. These quantities are functions of position rand 
time t. This equation balances the rate of change of mass inside a volume with the total mass 
into and out of the volume. For the incompressible fluid the equation (1.20) reduces to 
v ·u= O. (1.21 ) 
1.1.4.2 The equation of motion 
The equation of motion states that a small volume element moving with the fluid is accelerated 











second law. The equation of motion can be written as: 
du 
p dt = -\lp + p*\l2u + f*, 
Chapter 1 
(1.22) 
where p* is the coefficient of viscosity, p p(r, t) is pressure and d/dt is the material or 
Lagrangian time derivative, i.e., the time derivative corresponding to what is seen by an observer 
who follows the motion of the fluid. The term on the left hand side of equation (1.22) is of the 
type mass x acceleration. On the right hand side, the first term is due to the gas pressure 
and second term is the viscosity (internal friction in the gas). The forces on the volume of gas 
consist of surface forces and body forces. The former are the forces that act only at the surface 
for example surface gas pressure forces, and the latter are the forces that act throughout the 
whole fluid such as gravity and magnetic forces. The third term f* represents the body forces. 
The equation of motion (1.22) for the incompressible fluid may be re-written as 
oU z oUz 1 op 0211z 
at +uJax =--pax +VaX2 +gz, 
J 1 J 
(1.23) 
where P is the gas pressure, v = 11* / p is the property of the fluid called kinematic viscosity and 
gi = (0,0, -g) is the gravitational acceleration. 
Large scale magnetic fields are normally too weak to have an impact on the condition of hy-
drostatic equilibrium. In small regions such as sunspots the magnetic force may be comparable 
to gas pressures, and in the case of the roAp stars Cunha & Sousa (2006) shows that near the 
surface of these stars, magnetic pressures become comparable to gas pressures, even dominat-
ing gas pressure closer to the surface. In this case a proper description of the physics of these 
atmospheric layers must include magnetic terms in the equation of motion. Other forces like the 
Centrifugal and Coriolis due to rotation can also be represented by f*. The centrifugal force is 
of the form -0 x ([1 x i;'), and Coriolis force is of the form -20 x v" where 0 is the angular 
velocity vector, 1-: is the position vector of the body and Vr is the velocity of the body relative to 
the rotating frame. 
If we only include gas pressure and exclude both turbulence and viscosity the equation of motion 
for radial motion looks like 
d2r 2 dp Om - = -47fT - - - (1.24) 
dt2 dm 1'2' 
where m is the mass contained in the sphere of radius r. The inclusion of turbulent pressure will 
be discussed in section 1.4. 
1.1.4.3 Energy Equation 
To derive the energy equation for stars, we use the first law of thermodynamics given by: 
dq dE dV 











where E is the internal energy of the matter, V is the volume of the fluid, dq / dt is the heat 
gain or loss which goes partly into changing the internal energy and partly into expanding or 
compressing the gas according to equation (1.25). 
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where ep and c\, are the specific heat capacity per unit mass at constant pressure and volume 
respectively. The adiabatic exponents are defined by 
(
81n p ) 
f 1 = DIll P ad' and (
dIll T) 
f:3 - 1 = 81n P ad' ( 1.29) 
The heat gain per unit volume can also be written as 
dq . 
Pdt = pf - dlvF. ( 1.30) 
where E is the rate of energy generation per unit mass, and F is the flux of energy. In stars 
contributions to f come from nuclear reactions in their cores. It is thus equal to zero in the stellar 
atmospheres and envelopes. The last term in equation (1.30) is the net flux out. In this project 
radiation and convection are only the contributors to the energy flux. 
Equations (1.27) and (1.30) are combined to obtain 
(
dT TdP) . 
Pc - - V' d--. = pf - dIVF. p dt 0]J dt (1.31 ) 
1.2 The radiative transfer 
In this section we present the way in which we included radiative transfer in our code. We divide 
the star into two regions, the atmosphere and the envelope. In the atmosphere the full radiative 
transfer equation is used, and in the envelope the diffusion approximation is imposed. The two 
regions are then matched. 
The transport of energy by radiation is thoroughly treated in Mihalas (1978). We will present a 
short description of radiative transfer equation and introduce some radiation quantities. Radia-
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described in terms of the mean free path between interactions of photons and gas particles. As 
one approaches the surface of a star, the density decreases and consequently the mean free path 
of the photon increases, hence diffusion approximation breaks down. Therefore, in this case one 
has to solve the full radiative transfer equation. 
1.2.1 In the atmosphere 
The radiative transfer equation describes how the electromagnetic radiation interacts with the 
material as it is absorbed, emitted and scattered. The full radiative transfer equation for the grey 
static plane parallel atmosphere (see Mihalas 1978) is given by 
( 1.32) 
where /I here is the direction cosine of the incident beam with respect to the radius vector, 
I (T, IL) is the specific intensity, Ii" and Ka are the scattering and absorption coefficient per unit 
mass respectively. This is for the case where the atmosphere is very thin compared to the stellar 
radius. The mean intensity J (also called zeroth-order moment) is given by the equation 
J = 4~.I Idn, 
where the integration of specific intensity is over solid angle n. 
Here B is the Planck function given as 
( 1.33) 
(1.34 ) 
where c is the speed of light and CL r is the radiation constant. Furthermore equation (1.32) is 
integro-differential equation, since the source function includes J = 1/2 J~l Id/l which is the 
integral of I, hence it is difficult to solve. 
To obtain the radiative transfer equation with no scattering, we set all K,s in equation (1.32) to 




= pK,(B - 1), 
T 
where the opacity K, includes absorption only. The first and second moments are given as 
and 















respectively, where p = cos e. The Eddington flux H is related to radiative flux Fr by 




and K is related to radiation pressure by fJrad = (471/ c) K. The radiation pressure Prad is 
pressure of the photon gas, hence is analogous to gas pressure. 
The amount of energy transported by radiation through a sphere of radius l' is 
( 1.39) 
where Lr is the radiative luminosity. 
Equation (1.35) is then integrated over Il f [-1 : 1] to obtain the following expression of H: 
dH = ~(B - J). 
dm 4711'2 
Substituting equations (1.38) and (1.39) into (1.40) we obtain 
dL r - = 471I-i(B - J). 
dm 
Similarly mUltiplying equation (1.35) by Il and integrating over Il f [-1, 1] we obtain: 
dK 
d711 




In the envelope the mean free path of photons is very small as compared to the stellar radius. In 
this case the transport of radiative energy is modelled with diffusion approximation. This type 
of approximation involves flow of energy as a result of temperature gradient. The diffusion ap-
proximation is more simplified as compared to the modelling ofradiation in the atmosphere (see 
§ 1.2.1). According to Mihalas (1978), under the diffusion approximation, the specific intensity 
IS gIven as 
The equation (1.43) was obtained from the solution of transfer equation 
O::;p::;l, 
and source function 5 represented by a power series: 
dB 
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By substituting equation (1.43) into the equations (1.33), (1.36) and (1.37) we obtain respec-
tively 
and 





K(7) = 3B(7), 
where 7 is the optical depth. 




In this section we describe the mixing-length theory in some detail. More detailed descrip-
tion of stellar mixing-length theory can be found, for example, in Gough (1976, 1977) and 
Houdek (1996). Convection is the transport of energy by mass motion in a fluid. To find whether 
a region in a fluid is stable against convection the well known Schwarzschild criterion is used 
(see Kippenhahn and Weigert 1990). This criterion is often written as: 
where 




is the temperature gradient. 
( 1.49) 
(1.50) 
If \7 > \7 ad the temperature gradient is said to be superadiabatic, if \7 < \7 ad it is subadiabatic. 
Convective instability requires only a very small superadibatic gradient (see Thompson 2006). 
Should this criterion be satisfied, a small fluid element perturbed from its initial position in the 
fluid, will accelerate away from its original position, due to buoyancy forces. This convective 
instability in a fluid can lead to turbulence. According to Tritton (1977), turbulence is a type of 
flow characterised by series of rapid irregular fluctuations of velocity and pressure in space and 
time. 
The concept of turbulent pressure comes into the equation of motion (1.23) from breaking the 
velocity Hi (as well as pressure p) into large-scale component and small-scale fluctuating com-












where U; is the large-scale component and 11~ is the fluctuating component. According to the 
Reynold's rules of averages if a = Ii + a' and b = b + b' represent fluctuating quantities then 
a + b = Ii + b, ab = lib + a'b', (1' = b' = O. ( 1.52) 
Before applying these rules to the equation of motion (1.23) we first apply them to the incom-
pressible continuity equation (1.21) to obtain 
CJ 
a' (Ui + u~) = O. J·i (1.53) 
Taking an ensemble average of the continuity equation (1.53) we get the mean continuity equa-
tion: 
CJu; 
a ' = o. Ii 
( 1.54) 






The equation of motion (1.23), after decomposition into mean and fluctuating components is 
( 1.56) 
Taking an ensemble average of the equation (1.56) we get 
( 1.57) 
With the help of equation (1.55), it can be shown that the third term on the left hand side of 
equation (1.57) can be expressed as 
( 1.58) 
Therefore, the mean equation of motion is 
_au l _aU; ap CJ -,-, cPu; 
p at + pUj~ = --a . - -a--(pUiHj ) + II ;J .2 + 9i· 
UX] Xl .r] uJ j 
( 1.59) 
where the first and second terms on the left hand side represent the rate of change of the large-
scale momentum and the flux of the large-scale momentum respectively. The first, third and 
fourth terms on the right hand side represent the large-scale forces per unit mass from pressure, 
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The equation (1.59), neglecting viscosity, can be rewritten as 
( 1.60) 
where 
d 8 8 
- = -+Uj-. 
dt at 8.Tj 
(1.61 ) 
The second term on the right hand sidc of equation (1.60), hereafter ST*, looks like minus the 
gradient pressure: 
where p; is defined as 
and 6ij is a Kronecker delta. Contracting over i and j equation (1.63) can be written as 
*£ (2 2 2) Pt (}ii = P 11 + V + 1J) • 
By convention, following Gough (1977), turbulent pressure is defined as 
2 





We are assuming here averages, but not writing those explicitly. Hence we can write equa-
tion (1.64) as 
( 1.66) 
where <I> is a measure of the anisotropy of the turbulence. The function <I> is defined by 
or ( 1.67) 
where ku and kh are the vertical and horizontal wavenumbers. When <I> = 1, the cell is long and 
thin and if <I> = 2 then the horizontal and vertical dimensions of the cell are equal. The vertical 
wavenumber is related to mixing length f of an eddy by kv = 7r / t. Equation (1.119) can be 
rewritten as 












The equation that we want to derive is the radial component of the momentum equation. The 
radial component of this term is 
ST* = _~ (<l>Pt) . or 3 . ( 1.70) 
which can be rewritten as 
S'T* - OPt a [( 3 - <l». 1 ~ --+- - - Pt· or or 3 (1.71) 
The first term on the right hand side of equation (1.71) gets absorbed into the pressure gradient 
term (first term on the right hand side of Eq. 1.60). Replacing the gradient a/or by 3/T, follow-
ing Gough (1977), the second term on the right hand side of equation (1.71) gets rewritten as 
-(3 - <l»Pt/T. 
Thus the radial component of the mean equation of motion (Eq. 1.60), can be expressed as 
(1.72) 
Hence the hydrostatic equilibrium equation can be expressed as 
dp g_ 
- = ---II. 
dm 4711'2 
( 1.73) 
where P is defined as 
(1.74) 
The factor jt describes the dynamical correction to the total pressure gradient due to the anisotropy 
of Reynolds stresses. Additional effects such as magnetic field may also complicate the stability 
analysis (see Gough & Tayler 1966). Convection in stellar modelling is approached using the 
mixing-length theory. 
The Boussinesque approximation is often used for the analysis of convection. In this approxi-
mation, the density variations are neglected except in the buoyancy term and the fluid is treated 
as incompressible. The presence of sound waves brings numerical difficulties because they re-
quire much short time steps than those needed to resolve convective motions. In order to solve 
this problem Gough (1969) developed the ane1astic approximation. In this approximation the 
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1.3.1 The mixing length theory 
It was introduced independently by Taylor (1915) and Prandtl (1925) to understand the transport 
of heat and momentum in a turbulent fluid. The idea behind the theory, at least as described by 
Prandtl is to imagine that the stellar fluid is composed of elements, and that the perturbed fluid 
element moves from region of high heat content to regions of lower heat content (and vice versa) 
of the fluid under the influence of buoyancy forces over a certain characteristic length € called 
the mixing length. It is defined as 
(1.75) 
where Hp is the pressure scale height and etc is a constant (see Gough & Weiss 1976). After 
travelling the length €, the elements are dissolved. The mixing length t is proportional to the 
local pressure scale height. The element may release heat to its surrounding as it rises. Also, 
cool elements at a higher level may sink a distance € and break up. The mixing length may be 
compared with the mean free path in the kinetic theory of gases. Based on this description the 
mean heat flux can be estimated. There are two physical pictures of turbulent convection used 
to derive mixing-length models. The two pictures are as follows: 
• The first picture interprets the turbulent flow by direct analogy with kinetic theory. In this 
case, turbulent elements accelerate from rest and break up having travelled over approx-
imately one mixing length. The evolution of the fluid elements is approximated by the 
linear growth rate which is based on the original idea of Taylor (1915) and Prandtl (1925). 
The time-dependent mixing-length theory by Gough (1969) is based on this picture. 
• In the second picture convection is interpreted as a complex of transient cells. The vertical 
structure of these cells is approximately the mixing length t. Having evolved out of some 
chaotic state, the convective cells break up after overturning approximately once. Also 
the cells may continue to be in steady state due to buoyancy forces balancing the effects 
of radiation heat loss and turbulent dissipation. Hence acceleration is neglected. This 
treatment is based on the idea of Prandtl (1932). The time-dependent mixing-length theory 
by Unno (1967) emerged from this picture. 
Our code uses the first picture. 
What I have described so far treats convection locally, this means that the nature of the convective 
flow in a given region of the fluid depends on the local properties only, not on the average 
properties of the region in which a fluid travels. However at the edges of a convective instability 
region the local theory does not hold. This is because the theory predicts that convective velocity 
sharply becomes zero. In real stars the momentum of convective cells carries them into adjacent 











For non-pulsating stars there are many different prescriptions of local mixing theory, and it 
was established that each prescription is no different from one another (see Gough & Weiss 
1976). However this is not true for the mixing length theory applied to pulsating envelopes. 
Several authors have investigated time-dependent convection(e.g. Unno 1967; Gough 1977; 
Xiong 1978; Stellingwerf 1982, Kuhfuss 1986). Each of the methods used by these authors has 
its own special characteristics, but they are closely related (see Baker 1987). 
1.3.2 Gough's local mixing length theory 
In this section we summarise the local mixing length theory introduced by Gough (1976) since 
our treatment of convection in our code is based on this method. Here we present definitions, 
relevant to our project under this local mixing-length theory. The Gough local mixing length 
theory is based on the first picture by Taylor (1925). 
To obtain the Boussinesq equations of motion and energy governing fluctuations, first the vari-
ables are expressed as the sum of mean and fluctuating parts. For example the temperature 
variable T is expressed as T = T + T'. Thereafter these variables are substituted into the equa-
tions of motion and energy. We then take the average of the sum of the mean plus fluctuations. 
The mean equation of motion [Eq. (1.72)J is subtracted from the full equations of motion to 
obtain the fluctuating equation of motion. Similarly the mean energy equation [Eq. (1.31)] is 
subtracted from the full energy equation to obtain the fluctuating energy equation. The fluctuat-
ing equations of motion and energy are as follows (see Gough 1977): 
au; d " -,-, 0(1117"2p), 1 dp~ 6, A 
---:::) + ;:), (u i 11 j - 11 i 11 j) - ') 11 j = - -= ;:), + g ~ T r. 
ut uJ i ( t P u.l i T 
( 1.76) 
and 
aT' () ('T' 'T') [(- -0:) d In f 6T Pg6 0 III pg] T' _ -+-.- u -u + CT-() ------- -
at a:Cj 1 I P at cppT at 
1 of'· 3w- __ T_,l. 
. pCI' aXi . 
( 1.77) 
where g is the gravitational acceleration, Pg the gas pressure, Fr the radiative flux and f is the 
radial direction unit vector. The thermodynamic derivative 6 is 
- ( T) = _ (a In p ) 
() p, a In T 
pg 
(1.78) 
CpT and 6T are the logarithmic derivatives of Cp and 6 with respect to temperature at constant 
pressure. The second term on the right hand side of equation (1.77) describes a radiative leak-
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called turbulent drag and turbulent conductivity respectively. The viscosity is neglected in equa-
tion (1.76). The second term on the right hand side of equation (1.76) describes the acceleration 
due to the buoyancy. The superadiabatic temperature gradient (3 is given by 
(3 = _ dT + ~ dpg . 
d1' cpP d1' 
( 1.79) 
The third terms in both the left hand side of equations (1.76) and (1.77) are results of the mean 
continuity equation. 
1.3.2.1 Static Envelope 
Here we discuss the case where changes in the overall structure of a star take place over a much 
longer time scale compared to the time scale for convection. Since we use kinetic theory picture 
of convection the non-linear terms in equations (1.76) and (1.77) are neglected. In addition, the 
third terms on the left hand side of both equations (1.76) and (1.77) which are time dependent 
are neglected. Therefore, equations (I. 76) and (1.77) are written as 
~H; = _~ ap~ _ 9 ~ T'r, 




- - f)U) = --V· F'. at I- cpP r (1.81 ) 
The pressure fluctuations on the right hand side of equation (1.80) is removed by taking the 
double curl of that equation to obtain 
( 1.82) 
where 
V~ = - sine- + 2-' 1 fj ( a ) 1 0
2 
1'2 sin e ae ae 1'2 sin e a:p2 
(1.83) 
and w is the vertical velocity fluctuation. The pressure fluctuations is removed because in the 
Boussinesq approximation, it does no work but increases the inertia of the vertical flow (see 
Gough 1977 and Baker 1987). 
We suppose that the solutions wand T' can be written in the form 
( 1.84) 
and 











where the function \ \' and 0) are sinusoidal in l' and depend on time (see Chandrasekhar 1961), 
The horizontal flow is described by the function II (e. ;;) which satisfies 
and if = 1. (1,86) 
The Eddington approximation to the radiative transfer modifies the diffusion approximation for 
the radiative heat loss from bubbles in the optically thin limit. Thus 
where 
and 
Kc 1,;2 T ' , optically thick 
9 Kc K·2 T ' , optically thin 
[(h"T - r5)(B - J)/4lJ + 1] 




accounts for partial optical transparency which extends radiative leakage to optically thin case. 
The radiative conductivity Kc is defined as 
40 cT?' 
I T r \c= ---
3p/-t 
(1.90) 
Using equation (1.87) the fluctuating equations (1.81) can be expressed as 
88 r 
----=- +~K·2¢(-j = oW. at pCp (1.91) 
Equation (1.82) becomes: 
aW gr5 
<I>- = -8. at T ( 1.92) 
We combine the two differential equations (1.92) and (1.91) into single second-order differential 
equation: 
a2 8 K k· 2 88 g5 - + A_C ___ _ i3-(-j = o. at2 v pCp 8t '<I>T (l.93) 
Since all the coefficients in the equation (l.93) are constant, the solution of lV and (-j are of the 
fonn W or 8 ' ex exp( o-l) where 0- is a complex angular frequency. The real part of 0- describes 












From the characteristic equation (1.94) convective growth rate (J is given as 
iJ ~ ij-l,'J-l/2 C~~) 1/2 [(1 + ij2S) 1/2 - 1], 
where 1J is a geometrical factor of order unity given by 
and 
S' _ g(b/T){3£4 





is the product of Prandtl and Rayleigh numbers. The Prandtl number (Pr) measures the ratio 
of damping due to viscosity to radiative leakage and is defined as Pr = V / VT where VT is the 
thermal diffusivity. It is about lO~g in stars. The Rayleigh number (Ra) measures how the 
driving of convection compares to the damping process and is given as 
gXT tl 
Ra = .[-:--[ (V - V ad) -, 
pXp VTV 
( 1.98) 
where XT and xJJ are defined as 
, _ (8In pg ) 
Xr - 8ln T ' 
p 
and XP = (cnn pg ) , 
8lnp T 
(1.99) 
respectively. The Ra number is approximately lO:,m in stars (see Hansen, Kawaler & Trim-
ble 1994). 
Here we estimate the magnitudes of Wand <3 in terms of if. From the definition of velocity 
H' ~ dz 
dt ' 
and since Ii' vary as exp(ift) then 
dT¥ = ifW. 
dt 
From equations (1.100) and (1.10 1) I have 
W = ifz. 
If we take z = £/2, the fluctuating velocity of a convective parcel is 
W = .~if£. 
2 
Similarly 

















After we substitute equation (1.103) into equation (1.104) the estimate of 8 is 
1 (j(i3 
8 = - A 
2 (j + ¢Kck2 / pCp 




The convective flux is defined as 
thus after substituting equation (1.106) we get 
, _ ~ pCp1>T A 3{2 Fc- _ a . 
4 go 
The turbulent pressure is defined as 
therefore 
PI = ~p(j2[2. 
4 








Here we show how the local mixing length theory of convection is applied to pulsating stars. 
This is based on the work by Gough (1977). The equations (1.76) and (1.77) are written as: 
8W 1 a In (,.2 p)! g6 8 
--- II -- =0 




8 _ 81n T - a In pl. .T 9 K c A 2 -::- + (c I - 0)-- - ol\7ad-- 8 - 311 + -k 8 = o. 
iJt p 8t 8t pcp 
(1.112) 
Note that the second term in equation (1.111), second and third terms in equation (1.112) which 
were ignored in the static case are now brought back into equations of motion and energy. The 
time dependent shape factor 1> which describes the effect of pulsating atmosphere on the shape 
of the eddy is given by 
1> = 1>0[1 + 1>10 exp( -iwto) + 1>11 exp( -iwt)], (1.113) 
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Gough (1976) introduced the function P(T, t, to) as the probability that an eddy created at time 
to survives until time t. If one wants to find the average of any function that describes an eddy 
at height T, that function is multiplied with P and then integrated with respect to the time of 
creation of that eddy. The shape of this probability function was hinted at by Spiegel (1963) 
where according to him the probability of destruction of an eddy that is displaced by a distance 
dx along £ is dx / £. Therefore, the probability that an eddy will survive until time t is given as 
[1
t ~V(t', to)dt'] 
P(r, t, to) = exp to £ . (1.114) 
If we assume that the convective fluctuations do not contribute to the final heat flux at the parcel's 
creation time, Wand e can be expressed in terms of linear growth rate 0- as 
W = IVaexp[o-(t - to)], e = 8exp[o-(t - to)], (1.115) 
where ~Va = W(t = to) and 80 = 8(t = to) are the fluctuations of velocity and temperature 
of the eddy at the time of eddy creation. Therefore, it is reasonable to estimate the probability 
function as 
P( 
> ) _ {_ IVa exp[o-(t - to)] } 
1 , t, to - exp A f . 
CJt' 
(1.116) 
The convective flux, turbulent pressure and the shape factor for eddies created at rate 11 with 





Pt = 11'112 _= ~V Pdto, (1.118) 
and 
1> = p~l 11= mn~V2Pdto. (1.1 19) 
According to Gough (1976) in a statistically steady state where as many eddies are created as 
destroyed the total density can be evaluated as 
p = 12m 1t= Pdto. 
The eddy creation rate is given by 













where T is the mean life time of the eddy. 
We combine the equations (1.111) and (1.112) to obtain the second order differential equation: 
82 j\' '. OIl' 
8t 2 = -2K¢k
2 [1 + hlOexp(-iwto) - Kjj exp(-i,.()t)] EJt -
l\T2 
- q;-[l + 2plOexp(-iwto) + 2/lll exp(-iwf)]n", (1.122) 
where hli and flli are shown in Appendix F. The quantity N is the Brunt-Vaisala frequency 
defined as 
( I. 123) 
for the convective instability, N 2 < O. 
The solution of equation (1.122), as given by Gough (1977), becomes: 
where 
Wo ::::; I~'o exp[o-(t - to)], ( 1.125) 
is the evolving convective velocity fluctuation in a static atmosphere and Il"o is the initial value 
of \ Va. Similarly 8 can be expressed in the same way as \ \'. 
We substitute solutions Wand E-) of equations (1.111) and (1.112) into equations (1.117), (1.118) 
and (1.119). They are then perturbed to first order to obtain: 
bFc 
Fc.o 
bp + 6cp + H'll + 8 11 + IV21 + (H'lO + E-)IO)F + (W12 + E-)12)F9 + H, (1.126) 
Po ('p.o 




where the subscript zero represents the static equilibrium model quantities. The functional ex-
pressions F, 9 and H are for a statistical averaging of the convective fluctuations. These ex-
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1.3.3 Non-local mixing-length theory 
The purpose of this theory is to address the following shortcomings of the local mixing-length 
theory: 
1. The mixing-length € is required to be shorter than the scale height of the envelope. How-
ever this condition is violated for red giants and solar like stars according to the stellar 
calibration (see Gough & Weiss 1976). 
2. The assumption that superadiabatic lapse rate (3 is constant over scale height. This is not 
a good assumption in the upper layers of the convection zone where (3 varies on a scale 
much shorter than f. 
3. Eddies are not allowed to overshoot into stable regions, since they loose their momentum 
as soon as they reach the edge of the unstable zone (see Baker 1987). 
In the non-local mixing-length theory of convection the finite size of an eddy is taken into ac-
count, and the averages of convective fluxes over mixing length are described. The rising and 
falling elements were described by a distribution function by Spiegel (1963). He derived an 
equation describing the flux of elements by considering the conservation of the distribution. The 
detail description of the equation shall be given in the next section. 
1.3.3.1 Stationary atmosphere 
In the equation by Spiegel (1963), the aggregate of turbulent convective elements is described 
by a distribution function ?jJ( xi, Ui, t) where Ui is the velocity vector at the position Xi, and~) is 
the number density of elements in (Xi, 71i)-space. The conservation of eddies is described by this 
equation 
(1.129) 
where q is a source term describing the initial creation of convective elements, the dot denotes 
the derivative with respect to time, it is the magnitude of the velocity, and the last term on the 
right hand side describes the disappearance of eddies at end of their paths. The third term on the 
left hand side describes how the properties of an eddy changes as it is affected by buoyancy and 
pressure forces. 














and II = cos e with e being the angle between the vertical co-ordinate z and the direction of line 
along fluid element trajectories. 
The variables \II and f; are introduced as follows 
and 
d~ = _ dz 
[ . 
Therefore equation (1.130) can be written as 
d\II 






Equation (1.134) describes the flux of elements and looks similar to the radiative transfer equa-
tion given in equation (1.32). Hence it can be solved for \II in terms of Q like in radiative transfer 
theory (see Section 1.2). The convective flux in the local mixing length description, computed 
by averaging appropriate moments of \II over II is 
:Fe = !: Ih' I \II pdll (1.136) 
l x WI Q (f;o) E2 (~o - f;)df;o. (1.137) 
where h' is a specific enthalpy fluctuation in an element, h'Q is a source function and E2 is the 
second exponential integral. For comparison with analytical solutions to radiative transfer, see 
Mihalas (1978). 
The non-local convective flux equation (1.137) can be written as 
l
E+1/ 2 
:Fe = 2 Fe (~o) cos2[7r(~O - ~)ld~o. 
E-l/2 
( 1.138) 
where Fe is the source function which is the local convective heat flux given in equation (1.108). 
Similarly the non-local turbulent pressure can be written as 
l
E+1/ 2 
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where Pt is the source function which is the local turbulent pressure expressed by equation (1.110). 
In order to account for the case where the trajectories of the elements are larger than the local 
scale height, Spiegel suggested replacing the superadiabatic lapse rate ((3) by the average su-
peradiabatic lapse rate ((3) 
1
1;+1/2 
!J = 2 (3 (~o) COS2[1f(~O - Old~o. 
~-1/2 
( 1.140) 
We now convert the integral expressions for convective heat flux, turbulent pressure and the 
average superadiabatic lapse rate to integro differential equations. To obtain the equation for 
Fe, moment equations are obtained by multiplying equation (1.134) by h' P and by ph' P and 
integrating with respect to II. The Eddington approximation is used to close the system of 
moment of equations at second order (see Gough 1976). We obtain the differential equation: 
1 d2Fc 
a2 de = Fe - Fe, 
where a is constant of order unity and Fe is the local convective flux. 
The general solution of for the differential equation (1.141) is 
Fc(~) = (Xl F(~o)Ko(~, ~o)d~o, 
,10 
where the kernel Ko is by 
1 




In a similar way the integro differential equations for the averaged superadiabatic lapse rate is 
gIven as 
( 1.144) 
and for the turbulent pressure as 
1 d2Pt 
~2 de = Pt - Pt, (1.145) 
where b is another constant and Pt is the local turbulent pressure. Thus in order to solve for non-
local flux, one must calculate flux for local theory. Here we show how the non-local parameters 
a and b affect convection. In figure 1.5 the temperature gradient \7 as a function of logarithmic 
pressure for an equilibrium model of a 1.3M8 star is shown. The model was constructed using 
the values a 2 = b2 = 300 for the non local solution (solid line). The dashed line is for the model 
constructed using the local solution. The temperature gradient for the non-local solution in the 
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This is because the small value of a increases the contribution from eddies located at different 
layers to the turbulent heat flux, hence reducing temperature gradient. The dip at logp = 4.93 in 
the non-local temperature gradient is the results of the decoupling of the turbulent fluxes from 
the local stratification controlled by the non-local parameter b. Decreasing the value b, means 
the changes in the local structure like the ionization zone are no longer made to be small by the 
response of turbulent heat flux (see Houdek 1996). 
The temperature gradients for a non-local model envelope computed for the parameters a2 = 
gOO. b2 = 2000 and the corresponding local model are shown in figure 1.6. For larger values of 
a and b the non-local temperature gradient becomes closer to the local solution. The constants 
a and b are treated as parameters that determine the degree of non-locality of the turbulence. 
Low values of a and b imply highly non-local solution and high values reduces the system of 
equations to the local theory. 
In figure 1.7 we show how the radius of the base of the convective zone 7'b is determined by the 
mixing-length parameter etc. This shows that an increase of the non-local parameters a and b 
reduces the extent of the convective zone. If we decrease the mixing-length parameter Q c (see 












In this chapter I present radial pulsation equations that include convection and radiation. The 
perturbed convection equations are as presented by Houdek (1996). We modified elements of 
these equations to include consistent treatment of radiative transfer in the atmosphere. Houdek's 
energy equation includes radiation by means of the Eddington approximation. The non-adiabatic 
pulsation equations consist of the perturbed equation of motion and the perturbed continuity and 
energy equations. Here the energy equation includes contributions from radiation and convection 
transport mechanism. 
We modify Houdek's equation to include radiative transfer equation as presented in Christensen-
Dalsgaard & Frandsen (1983) and Medupe (2002). As for convection, we use a time-dependent, 
non-local mixing-length theory which introduces six equations. In total we need to solve ten 
pulsation equations by iteration since radiative transfer equation introduces one extra dependent 
variable. The whole system of equation is closed by means of variable Eddington factors (see 
Christensen-Dalsgaard & Frandsen 1983, Medupe 2002). 
Thus the perturbed continuity equation and the perturbed equation of motion are as presented 
in Houdek (1996). It is the energy equations that I modify to include plane parallel radiative 
transfer in the atmosphere. 
2.1 Radial pulsation equations 
2.1.1 Continuity equation 
The unperturbed continuity equation is given by: 
dr 
drn 
We perturb equation (2.1) by expressing radius and density as 
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where subscript zero on radius (1'0) and density (Po) denotes the equilibrium model quantities. 
Here Or and op are the Lagrangian radius and density perturbations respectively. 
Replacing the radius and density in equation (2.1) by the perturbed values of (2.2) gives 
( 
s; )2( s; ) d(1'O + 01') 1 
1'0 + u1' Po + up d = -4 . 
m 7r 
(2.3) 
The equation (2.3) is linearised by keeping those terms that are of first order in 01' and op, and 
using the relation T6Podro/ dTn = 1/ 47r yield 
dOl' op dTo 01' dro - = ---- - 2--. 
dm Po dm 1'0 dm 
(2.4) 
Applying the following relation to equation (2.4) we get: 
d (or) 1 dOT 07' d1'o 
dm -;:;; = 1'0 dm - 1'6 dm ' (2.5) 
and replacing dro/dm by 1/47rT6Po finally gives 
d (01') 1 (OP or) 
elm -;:;; = - 47r Po1'5 Po + 3 1'0 . (2.6) 
Arising from the dependence of opacity and density on temperature and pressure the perturbed 
density can be defined as 
Op = no OPg _ 00 OT, 
Po PgO To 
where the derivatives 0:0 is 
0:0 = ( a In Po ) 81npgo To' 
and the derivative 00 is the same as 0 defined in equation (1.78). 
The perturbed opacity is given by 
OK oT OPg 
"- = KT- + Kp'-' 
KO To PgO 
where the perturbed gas pressure is related to perturbed turbulent pressure as 
OPg __ 1_ (OP _ OPt) 





The ratio VI = pt! Po gives a contribution of turbulent pressure to the total pressure, and the 
opacity derivatives KT and Kp are given as 
(
81n KO) 
KT = 81n T. ' 
o PgO 
and ( 
81n KO ) 
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Inserting an expression for the perturbed density 6pI Po into equation (2.6) results in 
(2.12) 
To make logarithm of pressure in Po the independent variable instead of radial mass rn in equa-
tion (2.12), we use the pressure scale height Hp including turbulence 
dro Po _ 
lip = --- = ---It 
dinpo Pogo' 
(2.13) 
where if is explained in equation (1.74) to obtain: 
(2.14) 
2.1.2 Equation of motion 
We perturb the left and right hand sides of equation (1.72) separately. Perturbing and linearising 
the left hand side of equation (1.72) we obtain 
(2.15) 
The perturbed right hand side of the equation (1.72) results in: 
3 [( 6p 61')rlPO d5P] ( )- _ -47iToPo 1 + - + 3- .- + - - 3 - <Po OPt + PtOo<P 
Po 1'0 dm rim 
Gmpo (51' 6P) Gill +-- --- -(3-<Po)PtO-Po-' 
1'0 1'0 Po 1'0 (2.16) 
To obtain the perturbed equation of motion we use the following procedure: 
• We set two sides of equations (2.15) and (2,16) equal and assume that for the static equi-
librium star all the time derivatives of equilibrium quantities are set to zero. 
• Here the time evolution of perturbed quantities is assumed to be exp (icut) where w is the 
complex angular pulsation frequency w = Wr + ivJi. 
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Applying above procedure and using the independent variable In Po to replace rn yields: 
._d (5P) = _ 5p _ [3 + p. (1 + w~)] 51' 
dlnpo Po Po 0 To 
- PoTo PtO [ (5Pt 5P) -] + Jl--- X (3 - <Po) - - - - 0<P . 
Gmpo Po PtO Po 
(2.18) 
Inserting the perturbed equation of state (2.7) into equation (2.18) we obtain 
d (5P) 5p [ _ ( W2)] 5,. _ Po1·0 
d In Po Po = - Po - 3 + fl· 1 + 0 2 ~ - flVI Gmpo 
{ [ 5T ao (5P 5Pt ) 1 5Pt ] _} x (3 - <Po) 50 - - '-- - _.- + - - + 0<P , Tel 1 - VI Po Po VI Po (2.19) 
where 
(2.20) 
2.1.3 Radiative transfer equation 
Applying perturbations to equation (1.42) results in 
(2.21 ) 
After inserting an expression for the perturbed opacity 5/-0.) f-i.() given in equation (2.9) and rear-
ranging equation (2.21) to use independent variable In Po we get 
(
5P 5Pt ) 5r .- - - -4-
Po Po TO 
(2.22) 
where f = Lei Lo is the contribution of convective luminosity to the total luminosity. This is the 
new equation that I derived. 




We perturb equation (1.41) to obtain the following equation 
d5Lr (5T 5J) .- = 4n"l1·oBo 4~ - -B + 4n( Bo - Jo)5Ko. 













Also the perturbed radiative transfer equation is 
dM 1 [- - B ( - -) -J ~L- = --'J OKsOJO + OKaO 0 - OKsO + Oreao fo + resO 0 drn 471 7'-
+ KaO bE - (h:sO + KaO)6I l' 
where 
_ bT 
oB = 4BoTo' 
is the perturbed Planck function. 
Equation (2.22) which I derived will replace the following equation 
derived by Houdek (1996). 
The moments of the perturbed transfer equation with respect to II become: 
bJ 
1 ;.+1 
- M dll, 
2 -1 
bH 1 J+l - pM dp, 
2 -1 
and 
2.1.4 The energy equation 
The general energy equation is given by 
(




where the adiabatic temperature gradient 'Vad defined in equation (1.13) is expressed as 
(see Kippenhahn & Weigert 1990): 
n _ bopg 
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Using the fact that the energy generation rate per unit mass E equals to zero in the stellar atmo-
sphere and equation (2.32), we can write equation (2.31) as 
dT b dpg d [2 ( )] c - - -- = -47f- l' Fr + Fe , 
Pdt p dt dm 
(2.33) 
where Fr is the radiative flux and Fe is the convective flux. 
For a static envelope the term on the right hand side of equation (2.33) can be expressed in terms 
of total luminosity L by 
47f1,2 (Fr + Fe) = L. (2.34) 
Therefore inserting equation (2.34) into equation (2.33) the energy equation can be written as 
cp (~~ - 'lad : d~g ) = - :1~' (2.35) 
Note that with the static envelope the divergence of the total energy flux vanishes. Perturbing 
and linearising equation (2.35) we obtain 
d~n (~J~) = -iw c~:o (~ - 'lad ~~~) . (2.36) 
Using equations (2.10) and (2.32), and by making In Po the independent variable, equation (2.36) 
can be written as 
d (bL) . _47fT"6PoPobo (l-VlbT bp bPt) 
dlnpo Lo = zwp Om poLo 'lad To - Po + Po . (2.37) 
2.1.5 Convection equations 
The non-local mixing-length theory of convection yields three second-order, ordinary differen-
tial equations which we derived in section 1.4.3. 
2 2 
O:c d Lc _ L f L 
'a2 dlnp2 - c - J c 1 (2.38) 
ex; d2 j3 _ j3 {3 
a2 dlnp2 - - 1 (2.39) 
0: 2 d2 'n c rt L 






are the turbulent heat and momentum flux from the local mixing length theory respectively and 
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2.1.5.1 Convective luminosity equation 
We first convert the second-order differential equation (2.38) into two first-order differential 
equations, namely 
dL e 
d1np = ZL· 
where 
is the ratio of local to non-local convective luminosity. 
After applying perturbation to equation (2.43) we obtain 
d6Le = 6z
L 
d1npo + Z1 ~ (6P) . 





By multiplying each term of equation (2.46) by dm/d1npo, and dividing each term by total 
luminosity Lo we obtain 
d (6Le) 6zL ZL d (6P) 
d 1n Po J~o = Lo + Lo d 1n Po Po . (2.47) 
We apply perturbation to equation (2.44) to obtain 
d (6ZL ) 
dm Lo = 
a: [Leo (1 _ L~o) ~ (6P ) + 6Le d1npo _ 6L~ d1npoj. 
Q~ Lo Leo dm Po Lo dm Lo dm 
(2.48) 




L - Lo' 













2.1.5.2 Averaged superadiabatic lapse rate equation 




d (5/3) Z{3 d (5P) 5z{3 
d In Po /38 sC = /38sC d In Po Po + /38sc ' 
d (5Z{3) 
d In Po /388C = 
b
2 
[ 8 ( 5 p) 5/3 ( 5 (3) ] 2 f{3(l - !f{3) - + -asc - f{3!f/'J - , 
etc fJ In Po Po f30 f30 
f30 






fr; = /38sc ' 
The constant value f38 se is defined as 
/3gsc = Max[/3o(p)] - Min[/3o(p)], 
which denotes the peak to peak amplitude of the averaged superadiabatic lapse rate. 


































is the ratio of local to non-local turbulent pressure. 
2.1.6 The Temperature eigenfunction 
To obtain an expression for the temperature eigenfunction 6T ITo we use the constraint 
6L 6Lc 6Lr -=-+-. 
La La La . 






We substitute the energy equation, the radiative and convective luminosity equations (2.24), (2.37) 
and (2.47) into the following relation 
d (6L) d (6Lr ) d (6I~c) 
dm La = dm La + dm Lo ' (2.63) 
derived from equation (2.62) to yield 
[ 
. W (1 - vd ( Jo) ]6T .Io 6J ftp ( .Io ) 4+1- + 1-- h~T -=----- 1--
W R Vad Eo To Eo .Io 1 - Vj Bo (
6P _ 6Pt ) 
PLl Po 
+z- --- + 1-- --- 4+- --- . . W (6]) 6P1 ) ( Jo ) [6;;L ( u/) 6,. 6.P] 




is the radiative relaxation rate. 
If there is no convection and turbulence then equation (2.64) becomes 
[4+i~_1 +(1_JO)/1,T]5T =J05J+[i~_ftp(1_JO)]6P WR Vad Bo To Eo .Io WR Bo Po (2.66) 
The difference between equation (2.66) and equation (2.32) of Christensen-Dalsgaard & Frand-
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equation (Eq. 2.66). This is because in deriving equation (2.64) we have used equation of mo-
tion (Eq. B.2), which does not contain 60 and ao, instead of Eq. (B.I8). Equation (B.18) contains 
60 and ao which can be related to PT and Pp respectively. Since W R increases with depth, the 
areas where W IWR is so small as to be ignored (such as in the envelope where Jo = Bo) will 





The pulsation equations described in this chapter are listed in Appendix B. 
2.1.7 The scheme used to solve the pulsation equations 
The transfer equations (1.32) and (2.25) are solved using the Feautrier method (see Medupe 
2002). This method is described in Appendix C. 
These pulsation equations form a system of ten equations with eleven dependent variables. We 
can solve this problem only if we can relate one of the variables with another one thereby closing 
the system of equations. We relate bK I Ko and bJ I Jo by the variable Eddington factor 
bK 
Jose = bJ· (2.68) 
If the value of Jose was known beforehand the system could be closed. But since this is not the 
case we determine Jose by iteration, the initial value of Jose being J I K. To solve this system of 
equation we used the formalism suggested by Christensen-Dalsgaard & Frandsen (1983). The 
method was later used by Medupe (2002). The formalism is applied as follows: 
1. Make initial guess of Jose = Jeq where Jeq is the equilibrium Eddington factor defined in 
equation (2.23). 




for the first iteration. 
3. We obtain b~ and bB from bTITo and 6PI Po calculated in step 2 using equations (2.9) 
and (2.26). Then r5J is obtained by integrating equation (2.25). 
4. Compute bJ and bK using equations (2.28) and (2.30) respectively and then obtain Jose. 
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2.1.8 Boundary conditions for pulsation equations 
The above system of equations has been reduced to ten equations with ten dependent variables, 
therefore ten boundary conditions are needed. 
2.1.8.1 The Thermal boundary condition 




TO ) 61> ( TO ) 6T ( TO ) 6p 2 1 + 2 - + 4 - 2 /{T - - --2 /{ P -. 
TO +:3 1'0 TO + 3 To TO + :3 Po 
He obtained this equation by perturbing the temperature-optical depth relation: 
-l 3 -l [ ( '1 T ="4 Te f f TO + q T) . 
(2.70) 
(2.71 ) 
where TefJ is the effective temperature and q(T) is the Hopf function (in Eddington approxi-
mation q(T) = 2/3). But because we consider the stellar atmosphere in detail, we need to use 
boundary condition that there is no incoming radiation at the surface ( see Christensen-Dalsgaard 
& Frandsen 1983 and Medupe 2002). In terms of Eddington factors g08C that condition can be 
expressed as 
6H = g05c6J at the surface, (2.72) 
where g08(, is calculated from the iteration for 108e, with initial estimate of g03e = geq = Hoi Jo· 
According to equation (1.38), at the surface where there is no convection the Eddington flux Ho 
can be related to total luminosity Lo by 
Lo 
Ho = 2 'J' 1671 1'-o 
Applying perturbation to equation (2.73) we obtain 
6H 6t 1 6L 
-+2-= -
Ho TO 16712 1'6 Ho' 
We use equations (2.72) and (2.74) to get 
6L g08e 6J 61' 
-=--+2-, 




Unfortunately for now we do not implement this condition in our code because the atmosphere of 
the equilibrium models we are using at the moment is inconsistent with the radiative transfer (see 
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2.1.8.2 The Mechanical Boundary Condition 
To obtain the mechanical boundary condition at the surface we imposed the oscillations in the 
stellar atmosphere to be adiabatic. This is done even though there are indications from the 
eigenfunctions that the oscillations are far from adiabatic at outermost mesh point in the current 
models. This is a problem that still need to be fixed, see Medupe et al. (in preparation ). In the 
adiabatic case it is assumed that the mass elements in the star neither gain nor lose heat, i.e., the 
entropy s remains constant. The eigenfrequency W is real only if the oscillations are adiabatic 
everywhere. The equation of state for adiabatic case can be written as 
r5Pg = fl r5P. (2.76) 
PgO Po 
We use the adiabatic pulsation equations to obtain the mechanical boundary condition. Here 
the atmosphere is assumed to be isothermal near T = 0, (See Baker & Kippenhahn 1965; 
Houdek 1996; Christensen-Dalsgaard 2003; Medupe 2002). The linear adiabatic pulsation equa-
tions are obtained by perturbing the continuity equation (2.1) and equation of motion (1.24), and 
by using the equation (2.76). The adiabatic pulsation equations become 
.~ (r5/") = _~ (3151' + ~ r5p) , 
dT 1"0 1"0 TO f] Po 
and 
d (r5p ) 1 [r5P ( W2) r5r] 
ell' Po = II p Po + 4 + [22 ~ . 




x + (i _ .~) fix + ._1 [~(4 + W2) _ 3] x = 0, 
d1'6 TO Hp dl'o '1"0 Hp f 1 SV 
where x = 151'/1'0 and Hp is the pressure scale height. 
By using the relation between sound speed, pressure and density: 
2 f1po 
Cs = --, 
Po 
and the definition of the acoustic cut-off frequency 
Cs 
Wac = 2JJ ' 
p 
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We assume the thickness of the atmosphere to be small as compared to the radius of the star. 
Therefore the gravitational acceleration 9 is taken to be constant throughout the atmosphere. 
Applying the assumption that 1'0 » Hp everywhere in the atmosphere we neglect the terms in 
4/1'0 and 3f d 1'0 to express equation (2.82) as 
dx2 1 dx 1 w2 
-'J - -- + --2-2 = O. 
dr6 Hp dro 4Hp Wac 
(2.83) 
The general solution of equation (2.83) is 
( 1") (T) x(ro) = C\ exp ;:p A+ + C2 exp ;:p A_ , (2.84) 
where 
1 1 ( w2 ) 1/2 
A± = - ± - 1 - 2, ' 
2 2 wac 
(2.85) 
and (\ and ('2 are constant coefficients. 
We fix one of the constant C\ and C2 by considering energy density in the stellar atmosphere. 
The energy density is expected to approach zero as 1'0 tends to infinity. The energy density (or 
pulsational energy) is proportional to po6r 2, and is given as 
[ 
1/2 1 w2 l' 
Po 6)'2 '" exp ± (1 --2) _0 . 
Wac Hp 
(2.86) 
Therefore for W < Wac the solution with A_ is acceptable as the energy decreases exponentially. 
Hence we set C\ = 0 and equation (2.84) is written as 
1'(1') = C2 exp (_1_' A_) . IIp (2.87) 
Inserting equation (2.87) into equation (2.77) the mechanical boundary condition at the surface 
becomes 
6p fIR 61' 
- = --A_-. 
Po Hp)'o . 
(2.88) 
where R is the radius of the star at the temperature minimum. 
This condition is like the reflective mechanical boundary 
6p 2 6)' 
- = -(4 + 3ad)-' 
Po 1"0 
(2.89) 
derived by Baker & Kippenhahn (1965). 
For W > Wac, the solution with A+ is the acceptable solution since this requires the waves to 













1 1 (W2 ) 1/2 
A+ = - + -i -2 - 1 
2 2 wac 
The two boundary conditions (equations 2.88 and 2.90) can be expressed as: 
2.1.8.3 Normalisation of displacement 
The normalisation condition on the displacement 6'l'/1'0 set as follows 
61' 
- = 1. 
TO 
is applied at the surface. 





We require the oscillations to be adiabatic at the base of the envelope. Thus we require 
6T 6p 
- - \lad- = O. 
T p 
(2.94) 
2.1.8.5 Boundary conditions resulting from non-local mixing-length theory 
For the bubble to continue rising the temperature difference between the bubble and the sur-
roundings should be positive . 
• At the upper part of the convection zone which is beyond the convectively unstable zone 
the temperature difference will decrease. As a result the velocity of the bubble will de-
crease to zero. The local convective and turbulent fluxes will be zero there too . 
• At the lower part of the convection zone which is below the convective unstable zone the 
temperature difference is almost zero. Therefore the local convective and turbulent fluxes 
will be zero. 
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2.1.8.6 Convective flux 
In this case the quantity cP L defined in equation (2.45) is set to be zero. Therefore the equa-
tions (2.47) and (2.49) are reduced to 
(2.95) 
and 
_d (6Z L ) = a2 [h_d (6P) + 6Lc ] 
d In Po Lo Q~ d In Po Po Lo' (2.96) 






dh _ d (Lc) _ ZL 
d In Po - d In Po Lo - Lo' 
(2.98) 
If we take the second derivative of iT, with respect to III Po in equation (2.98), and using equa-
tion (2.44) then 
(2.99) 
The general solution to second-order differential equation (2.99) is given by 
f L = A exp (~c In po) + B exp ( - ~lc In po) . (2.100) 
Above the convection zone In p is decreasing outwards implying 
h ::x exp (~Inpo) , 
Cl: c 
(2.101) 
and below it In p increases outwards implying that 
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where +a/ D:c is above the convective zone and -a/ D:c below the convective zone. 




d (6ZL ) 
d Inpo [.10 
).,'2 iL_d _ (6P) + ).,2 6Lc 




c _ ).,iL 6P) + _d_ ().,2 iL 6P) . 
Lo Po d In Po Po 
(2.108) 
Differentiating equation (2.106) with respect to In P we get 
(2.109) 
We rearrange equation (2.106) to yield 
~ (6 Lc _ )"h 6P) = ).,2 ( 6Lc _ ).,iL 6P) . 
d In Po Lo . Po Lo Po 
(2.110) 
Solving second-order differential equation (2.110) we obtain 
64 ~ .- = Jl exp()., Inpo) + B exp( -)., Inpo) + ).,iL-. 
Lo Po 
(2.111 ) 
Therefore making 6z£! Lo the subject of the formula in equation (2.106) yields 
6ZL 6p - = )., A exp()., Inpo) +)., 13 exp( -)., Inpo) + ).,2 iL - .. 
Lo Po 
(2.112) 
Hence relating two solutions (2.111) and (2.114) we have 
--=±-- --a M..Ic d (M..Ic) 
D:c Lo d In Po Lo . 
(2.113) 
The boundary condition at the upper part of the convective zone is given as 
(2.114) 
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2.1.8.7 Turbulent pressure 
Here we set f I defined in equation (2.61) to be zero at the boundaries of convection zone. 
Equations (2.57) and (2.58) can be reduced to 
d (8Pt ) 8;:t 8Pi 2t d (8P) 




[ d (8P) 8Pt ] 8;:t 
dlnpo Po = O:~ Vj dlnpo Po +.p:; Po 
We mUltiply both sides of equations (2.116) and (2.117) by the integrating factor 
exp(ln Po) to obtain 
d [ 8Pt ] 8;:t d (8P) -1-1 - exp (1n 7)0) - = exp (In Po) - + Zt ·-11- - . 
( n Po Po Jio (n Po Po 
and 
d [ 821] a2 [ bpt d (8P)] -- exp (1npo)- = - exp (Inpo)·- + PIO-- - . 
d In Po Po C\"~ Po d In Po Po 
For the mean state solution we have 
PIX exp (,\ In Po) . 
Using the relation (2.120) into equations (2.118) and (2.119) produce 
d [ 8pto 8P] 8z1 2 8p -1-1- exp (Inpo)-- - APIO- = exp (hlPO)- - A PIO-, 
(. n Po Po Po Po Jio 
and 
d [ 8;:1 2 8P] 'J [ 8pI 8P] --.- exp (1n Po) - - ,\ PtO- =,\- exp (1n Po) - - ,\ TJto- . 
d In Po Po Po Po Po 
We differentiate equation (2.121) with respect to In Po to obtain 
d
2 
[ 8pI 8p ] 
--2 exp (1n Po) - - APt - = 
d In Po Po Po 
d [ 8Zt 2 8P] .-. - exp (lnpo)- - A PI- , 
d In Po Po Po 
,\2 [exp (lnpo) 8pt _ APt 8P] . 
Po Po 
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We substitute equation (2.126) into equation (2.118) to yield 
6zt a 2 .6p .- = [-A exp (lnpo) - A. B] exp (-Inpo) + A. V1-. 
Po O:c Po 
(2.127) 
Thus again we have the following condition 
a 6Pt d (6Pt ) 
etc Po = ± d In Po Po . (2.128) 
2.1.8.8 Superadiabatic lapse rate 
At the upper and lower boundaries of the convection zone the average superadiabatic tempera-
ture gradient will be the same as the local superadiabatic temperature gradient at those bound-
aries.Therefore the boundary conditions can be obtained from the requirement 
6(j = 6{J, (2.129) 
above and below the convective instability region. 
2.1.9 Eigenfrequencies 
Any value of the complex eigenfrequency w can determine the solution of the problem defined 
in section 2.2. We look for a standing wave solution by forcing the no displacement condition, 
6,./1"0 = 0 near the inner boundary of our equilibrium model. This becomes an eigenvalue 
problem. However our equilibrium model does not extend to the center therefore we impose the 
additional boundary condition at the bottom of the envelope. We shall take the condition that 
the displacement vanishes at the base of the envelope, i.e. 
6,. 
- = 0 at 1" = Tb. (2.130) 
T 
We then search for values of w that makes the above condition true 
An alternative condition that can be imposed at the bottom of the envelope is that part of the star 
interior to the base point of the model perform no work on the part above that point, i.e. 
(2.131 ) 
where a (*) denotes a complex conjugate. In this case we regard the real part Wr of W as a 
continuous variable and iterate just for the imaginary part Wi of W that makes condition at equa-
tion (2.131) satisfied. For the detailed description see Christensen-Dalsgaard & Frandsen (1983) 
and Medupe (2002). 
A second-order Newton-Raphson-Kantorovich algorithm (Baker, Moore & Spiegel 1971) is 
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2.2 Work Integral 
The work integral, T T', is an important tool for investigating the location of excitation or damping 
in a star. We derive the work integrals by considering the gaseous sphere of volume V. We also 
use the equation of motion (1.72). This done in the same way as in Baker & Gough (1979). The 
equations are: 
d'2r dp, Gm 
pr-. = -4 iTr3 p- - (3 - <I»Pl - -p, 




where ,7 = 4iTr3 /3 is the volume of the sphere. 
Equations (2.132) and (2.133) are linearised to obtain 
and 
[ 
2 Gm ., Ptu 1 ' w + 4- + 3(3 - <I>o)- (jr = 
1'3 pr2 a . 0 
2 drSp rSPt Pw, . Pta -
47iToPO- + (3 - <1>0)-2 - -0<1> - (3 - <1>o)?op. 










The equation (2.134) is multiplied by rSr* and then the relation rS\! 4iT,.~rSr is used. The 
asterisk, "*,, denotes complex conjugate. We substitute equation (2.135) into the right hand side 
of the resulting equation to obtain 
[ 
2 Gm Pta 1 - 2 d - - rSp*rSp 
w + 4-3 + 3(3 - <1>0)-2 107'1 = -d (oV*op) + -?-ro pro 111 Po 
(3 A,.) rSPt s: * Pi 'A,.' * (3 A,.) Pta ' - * + - '1'0 --ur - --0'1'01' - - '1'0 --opor . 
para Pol'o P6 1'o 
Taking the imaginary part of this expression and after some rearrangements we obtain 
where 
rS1' = 1'01'1, rSp = POPl, rSv = Va VI, 
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and Wr and Wi are real and imaginary parts of angular frequency w, respectively. Left hand side 
of equation (2.137) is the kinetic energy of unit mass. The second term on the right hand side of 
equation (2.137) can be expanded in terms of gas pressure and turbulent pressure as follows: 
Po (*) 1 (- * -) 1 (5) * 5> ) -1m PIPI = 21m opgOp + 2" 1m UPtUp . 
Po Po Po 
(2.139) 








F = r 0 nib. 
47fEI,: 
(2.143) 
The kinetic energy of the oscillations (EI,:) is defined as 
(2.144) 
The integrals Wg and Wt are the work performed by the gas pressure perturbations and the 
turbulent pressure variations respectively. 
Equation (2.140) may be written as 
11 = 115 + Wtot(l\J), 
where "7 = -Wi and 'fls 
wrF 
17s=4E' 7f I,: 
gives the surface losses, and 
IV (1\I) = [Wt(l\J) + ~trg(l\I)] 
f tot Wr 4 E ' 7f ~k 
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2.3 Description of the code 
In this section we describe the code that solves the non-adiabatic radial pulsation equations pre-
sented in Section 2.2. To solve those pulsation equations the following three steps are performed: 
I. the linear adiabatic pulsation equations (see Appendix B) are solved to provide trial solu-
tion for the next step, 
2. then the linear non-adiabatic pulsation equations using local mixing-length theory of con-
vection (see Appendix B) are solved to provide a trial solution for the next step, 
3. the non-adiabatic pulsation equations using non-local mixing-length theory of convec-











Results for Pulsation Equations 
In thi <; C hapl "r I present Ihe sol ali",,, 1.0 I he nOIl-adiahatic pul,al iOIl cy uati on, prc,c[lIcd in chap-
ter 2. The nxk u,ed to ohtain the solutions pr~sent~d here includes l1o~-locallheO!)' of com-ec-
lion and consistent treatment "r radial;on (i.c no Echli nglon appro.' imalion u'''d). Fir,! r dc<;cril->.: 
how th~ ~quilibriull1 lll()(l~h w~rc co~'tTuclcd [0110"",,,<1 by k't' to ,how that til<' cCKk works. I 
then pre,em eigenfunnion, at varion, pulsation freqllencie> for different stellar mu"e,. In ad-
dition, the ilcraled ,ariuh1c Eddington iUClOrs, growlh mle, and work integrals arc presented. 
3. 1 Equilihrium models 
The eq uil ihr; urn mOIlers ll;;cd were ki ,\d l)' provided hy Ciuenlcr Houde\.:. amI an: descrih<:d in de-
wi I by Balm r orlh &. Gough (1990~), R~l nlforth (1992a) and HoudeK (1991)). A II lh~ eqlli IihriuOl 
models Jj,ted in table 3.1 are characterized hy non-local conyection parmnet~rs a' b' :J.()() 
cxcepl for [he Sun which i, (J1 = Ii' = (j()() "nd mixing-lenglh p"ramcter ()c = 2.(), They all 
ilav~ 'olar chemical wmpo>ition X = 0, (, }' = 0.28 alill :t = 0.112 wh~re X i, the hydrogen 
mas, frartion. } - the helium ma" frartion and;': the mas, froction of metals. To generate tile,e 
mcxkh, th~ MC]lar Ina", IUOli[\o';ity and dkctive l~mpcrl!tur~ wcr~ 'pccitied. A pr~lill1inar)' 
integration proce~d inwards from an optical ckpth of T 10-' and end al a radiu, tra('[ion 0.2, 
The con,~clivc laycr, are lrI:aled WIth local mixing length lhc~y in this inilial inlcgralion. 
Th~reafter. the lll<.xkl wa' then r~-im~grated u,ing th~ ll<.ln-kKai Oli\ing-kngth th~ol)' and tlli: 
Eddington approximation to radiative transfer. In the atmosphere an Eddington factor i; u,ed to 
correCI lhc thcrmal stra[ilicati(Hl of Ihe oplicali)' lhinlaycn,. The optical depth dcpendent Fd-
dington t:1dor d~rived from lYKxkl C of Vemaul! d aI, (1981) is used to corr~('( the t~Olp"rmllT~ 
gradient, The opacitie, were ohtained from OPAL95 opacity tables by Iglesias & Rogers ( I \.1%). 
The boundar)' value problem that was sol\'~d to ron>trun thes~ ~quilibrium Illod~b is prcs~nted 
in the Appendix A, 
The SchwliTl.child condi[ion u,~d [ (l ddcnni n~ convcclion i, \' - 'I! ",] > O. Wc u'c lhi, cril~rion 










,,'---------- Chapter J 
Tubk 3.1; Purarnekl1> uf lhcor~li"al rnodds. The fir,1 column de1l01C~ the nH){kl '!!que~ce 
number. The second column shows the rna,s and Ihe third dfeclive kmpcralurl.', The fOrlh 
column giVL~ the lllTlI irHJ~ity. 
~Iodel No. .\I/JL -/;,'fJ LiL ,,-, 
' .00 577~ I.lKXI , 1.20 0164 1.657 
3 1.30 6430 2.438 
3 1.50 7072 4.712 , l.bO 7512 0.249 
e, 1.80 8Y10 lon9 
7 2.1Xl 'i088 J5g·n 
8 2. I () S/440 19.3/15 
of depth ('e~ Fig. 3.1) [or ~a<:h ofth~ equ ilibrium models li<,lccl, Tl Tubk 3.1. Th~ dips o[\'a" 
~('cn ill Fig. 3.1. and indicated by H, He! and Hdl corn>;j1OIlU to hydrogen, first helium and 
second helium iOTl;'",l;'''' IOlle~ re~fl<'cti\'dy, For each moueL we ,hOI" lKlw \' \"d il ll(l '\"d 
hchuYC~_ For the mcxkl, with .\1 ::; l.:lJ(, . the hroad trough ill Ihc region 5 < ]o[';p <: .. 
COIT<"j:Xlllds to a cOlllhinat iOIl of h)' clrngcll al Kilir~t hell U11' i()! ,i/.atio~ ZOlles, It is Iloticeable that 
the clip correspolKii"g to He! io"i/.o.lioTl i~ ~ep;lrakd from hydrogen ionization I,Oloe for ,,,,xkls 
wi t h .,11 .2 1.5.11. , The (kplh of thl! I lei clip i tKr,-,asc~ Wilh maS" 
Onl! ca~ obserw that the dip corresprH,dillg to ~ecol,, 1 helium ioniZJtio~ zonc gcts narrower for 
models with AI .2 18\18 , Th~ dip seen ill thc v - "'oJ incrcascs Wilh mass lip to 1.8A1, 
'"odd a~d lhl!ll decreases with i~crcasing mass. Thc n",del is radi~liy~ in lhl! r~gio~ s where 
v < Vo,J and cOIl\'cclive ;nthe reg ions I"here" >" " J. I" Table 3.2 thc cxtl!nl ofcoll\'Cetivc 
region~ for each ,,,,xkl <J.re depicted, 11 i~ ck& lhm the ,izl! of the cOIl\'cctive zone decrea,c, 
wilh i,lCre<J.,ing m~>,. St ... r~ wilh Ai .> j,IHJ...· have more than one CO!lveCllI·e zon~, which Jre 
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l'igur<:3,1: Each panel shows '\ od ~nd '\ - '\ ",1 rorlh~ 7;"'\1~ mudd Ii 'l~d in Tahle 3 I plOllc:d 











Table 3.2: FiN coilm," deoo"" the mass of fh" Cql1 i lil>,.i"m modd" '~"'lIld column deootes the fX',;(iOll' 
"r cuTl'ecliv~ r~ ... iuns and third coillmn is [he nCO'-"IKc cLlt-off f'''<I''''TlC)' I}"",, 
~ 
,\1./,11,' C "m-CCli..c "c"ICI I)~,., (mllz) 
Uj ~: log]) <.14 5 . .i5 I 
~ 
1.2 4)\ < 1<1M' < 13 4.)40 
-
11 1.6 , kY"J! , " lAR6 ~ 
'.5 I. :l < 10KI' < 1\" 2.7.14 ~ 
1.6 4.1 < lnSJ! < ',,0 & 5 ,1) < 2.565 
log I' < (j 1 
~ .. ~.~ 
.~~ ----
" 
3 7 < In;';J! , .1.', & ',. ,) < 2.393 
log I' <. Gil 
~ ~ 
LO 3.2 , log;p < L:, & ,j-~ < 2215 
hy,':p <. ,),!l 
~~ 
LJ :1,0 < lo!,;1' < 4.3 & ,j A < 2,083 
3.2 The Equilihrium Eddington factors 
Her~ v.'c deddc on which cqULlibrium Edd in glo~ i"a<;lors (f",) to uw in the .o;chcmc outline in 
chapl~r 2 for sohing our ~q ualioll'_ This is b<c~au "" in lloudck's calculation the EddingtoTi 
factor u,ed i , 
1 
!c. = ;) (3, I) 
T11i~ Fddington I"a<;trn- w~, lkrived Ii-om ~ Illodel C of Vcrnazza, AvrClt & Loeser ( I 'lSI) . It 
i..,d"ar that wc hav~ to dec ide whi,h j'1 to usc he tween tli e on" ddin"d in equation (3.1) or 
equation (2.23). We have looked at (J"H;/'" for 1.8 .. \1~ model. using Ih~ K ea1culat~d from 
the F~autrier ll1elhod and j" defined in eyualiol1 (3. 1). This is a ll1~a,ure of COl1siskTK'Y of" the 
radimion field. TI"" results ilr~ show~ in Fig, 3.2, The ,alue we I'd i., a, high ii' 1.3 i ~ the 
uPI""r parts of (h~ ~tmo,pherc , II is clear that we need to us.c jeq ddi{wd in "qu~lio~ 0. 1) for 
<:ollsislellcy in ou r eakulalions. 
3.3 Tests on the code 
lillhis .,e,·lio ll We disc; u,s the tesls to..,ho .... that the code gives rea,~onabk results, nl~ 1~'lS ilre 
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"-. 
Figur~ 3.2: The <lu~nlily (j~"H)/ K ~!. a fllncilOn ordeplh lOr 1 ,RAlc mod~l. 
8310.2 'C The fir,l le ,l i~ I" ,eril}' Thai the consi<acntly iterated Eddington factor f~ .c obt~ill",d 
from lh~ cOlk ~ppro~c~~ 1/3 <It large optic,11 deplhs_ In Fig. 3.1, /0'" (s.cc Eq. 2.68) is plotted 
a<, a lunction oflo<"p and W~ tirw:l that indeed /o,c approa<:h~s 1(3 at I~rge OptiCil1 depth. Then: 
is a "igniliciml dillerenc~ ~twe~n Ju >< and lei near the <;urta.:~_ Howcycr they bulh tend to 1/3 
at large optical depth. 
In chapter 2. we ,howed that V.'jw'H approache~ Z<'IU as LI-.e opliC<11 (kplll inneilses. Th~refore, 
in the "pl icully thick regiuns 01- th" star the lol l owing relation ShOllld hold: 
6J 15"1' 
.To - -1'/0 . (3.2) 
In Fig,_ 3.4, plot, oi ,1 JT/T dnd J.!/.! as a iuoction onogpfor modes of low and high frelJll<:ll -
de' ~r~ ,I'I<J\\'n. The kfl pands 'how tll<: r<:~1 pari' ofJJ/J and jjef/T, and righl pand, show 
the imaginary parts of thos<: eig~nfilllction,. in Ih~ ~tmo'ph~r<: 4 Jerr" (k"iales from JJ / J for 
hoth frequenck,. This indic~t~s that in the atmo'ph~r<: th~ condilion for radi:l li, e e'luilil:>riuTll 
doc, not hold. Below, in the <:nvdope 4JT /T and JJ/ J m~tch<;, compleldy. 
We abo d~wl1nincd Ib~ paJl> ofth~ star where oscillation, arc adi~batk ~nd Iho'<: that ar~ nOn-
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Figllr~ 3.3: Th c plo!., 01 cq ullihri uno ~l ,,1 p~n urbcd Edt! ington fftl'tors w; a tUlldion of d~p l h. 'l1w 
,w lid hne d i " pl~ys Ih ~ r~al rilrl of Ie,,.-. at a fr~qll':llcy (),252 rnH/. and d~,h~d l i ne r~pr~!i~nt /'1 ' 
Ilell below the ~lrno"llI1~", Ih ~ ""Illlio" is ad iabatic and Lil the. who]" "lnlo,ph~r~ tk Sl'lu tion 
is non-ad; "halk i n-~spe('1 ive of f req uelley. Therefore, one cun",,) ignore nOll-ad; aha! icily in the 
atmoo.phen:. 
Woo: abo ':ompar~ Ollr cmk with asymptotic rdall '" '' ror hi gh ov~rtOll~ adiabatic pul.<;atiom,_ Th~ 
asyrnpt0lic cxpl'c>s;on for di!,rl uc~m~Jl I eigenfu ll ction, is given hy Tw;,oui & Tu,,,,ui (1968) 
,lIld ChriskH.'~H-Dai>gaard (2003) as: 
(3.3 ) 
where .. 1 is the. llm piitll<l" {\ht~inahi" fmm the houndary condition far from the tllming poin t>, 
(t,.) L" the. ""und ,peed ,Uld (\ i~ a phase "on,tam. Th~ eqllation (3) brc"h d{)w" ""ar th~ 
',Urr"ce ~nd Ih" inner turning poims for trapped modes. Wc huy" shown Ihat th" oS('illmions 
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Figure 3.4: The pln ls show .liiF/T and ii.lj.1 ("llmparcd a, a fllnc tion of d~pth for the Tll(Kk, 
Wilh frcqu~ncit:s 0,252 mJ[z all U 2.169 mHz. As e'p"ded [here is a dcparture from radiati,c 
equilihrium in [h~ almospherc sillce <1 fiT/T deviat~s from iiJ/ J. The left panels ,how Ihe real 
pan, of ,\J / J ~lld 6T/T, and right pand , sh"" [he imaginary pans of Ihose eigt:llfunr:lions 
wei I I ht: 'ollilion' from Ollr code mus[ agree very well \\'1111 equatioll (3.3), For adi ahali~ osd Il~­
lions (zcro damping). it mean, Ih~t (}i2 c' /2rJr should have a ~O[ht~nl amplilude wi[11 dt:pth, We 
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Figur~ 3.7: Tho;: growth r~t es c~lc ulaleu from u,ing I he mechanical boU[l<.i~r)' cOll(ij lion (2 . 130) 
thm tak~ > into ~onsidcration the fact lhm Hl()d~> with v.' > "-'0" al'~ not rcfkctcd but di .sipatc out 
through the almm,phere_ The dash~d line _~hows lh~ rc,uils Irom th~ work lI11~gral calculations. 
and th~ sol id lin.: is from 1~ code. Tho: ~TTOW indi c~\e, the ocou>\;C ~lll-orr frequency. 
Ampl illld~ A is made 10 mat<;h Ill<: nllm~lk'a l MJ lu tiol1 at ,om.: point ill the cllvdopo;:. We al.o ad-
ju<,\ct! () rur uifkrCHl IrtOqu~llClcS (bdow and ahove the acoUq;C cUI-oIT ITcqu~ncy ) and growth 
rales. The rew l!> ~rt: ,hoWI1 in Fig. 3_6. We can *~ (hat for Ihe frequeTl<:Y of 1.8<) mH/ ~"d 
the growth rate of -J.ti x 10- '8 - 1 Ire ,ode give> almost a com,jan! amplitude throughout the 
el1\el"p,', nler~ i~ slight d~crcase of amplitude from the slll'fac~ towards th~ c~l)/er "rthe ~tar. 
[n additiou. w~ nok I h~l r"r fre(juency 1,89 mHr the pha,e angle Ct varies with <kpth. For fn:-
qll~IK'y b<:low the acoustk' cut-off f reqll~[lC y. \'ari~t iOIl of phu,,<: with depth i~ mor~ rrol1o u [lC~d 
as compared to the fl'~qll~OCY abow the acoll,tk' (:ut ·off freqllerl<:Y. Ckarly nOIl -ad iabatid ty 
introdnces ~ phas~ variationlsee Medllpe d al (in prep,) ], The pha>e variation ~an become v~ry 
small as shown in the bottom p"lld of Fig, 3.6, 
finally. we (.'Ompar~ th" growth 1':11~> r] ~~Iellbted by impo>ing un additional bOllTld~ry cOlldi-
tion (00 displacement at the bw;.: of the enve lope) ~nd those (:ulcul~t~d ll>ing til.;: work int~­
grall,e~ Eq. 2.1 40) , Here II -.J, wh" n: ",', i> the imaginary palt of ",', Th~ resnits ar~ d~pi(:ted 











3.4 The eigenfunctions 
In th i s 'ection w~ pr~sen1 dg"nf unclioo:; for I h" "qui libri um model' Ii 'teu in Tahle 3. 1 at various 
fr"'1u"od,,:;. W" in\'e,;li gate the behav iou r of ou r sol mion m, th" f u m'l i on of <'fTeelive I"mperailire 
and mass, We al",) gi\" th" 'ummary of the re,lllls atlhe end of the ,ection. 
3.4. 1 The Temperature eigenfunctions 
In rig" 3,810 3.15 the rea l an..! imagioary paTl,ol'~Tj'I' are depicted. Ther~ is a dip ,eenju,t 
helow the pllOtmphere in the first hydrogen ionization lOn". Thi, uip wa, nOli~ed in Ihe result, 
by [laker & Kippo:ohahn (19f,51. Ralmfollh (l992a) and M~dupc (2002). Anotho:r nolk""hle 
re,ult j, thai the depth ofllle dip chang"s ",ilh frequ"ncy. Within the main uip there i, a smaller 
dip which i,; prollour".:eu between radial lllodes. 
It is noticeah1c Ihatlhe 'h~p" of th" uip in <;upera<iiahatic gradient \" - '\'0" looks lhe ,;ame 
as the dip fOlllld intemperalUre eigenfunclio~~ ijT!T~' 'hown in Fig. 3,1. The dIp move, 
progr"", ive Iy loward, the stellar suri'ace a, I he effectiv" t"nlpt'ralure inn"a,'e,. Th j, makes ,ense 
hccause in hot star, hydrog"n ,brl> to il>l1 il.e in alrno,pheric layers. Therefore thc hydrogcn 
ionint ioo I.one extends toward, the lay~rs above the phl>tl>spheft'. A,; for the IOweSI radial mode 
Ihe UlM, modd 11<1'; th~ largest dip ill allth~ equi lib rium mooels l'onsidered h"re. A g"n"ral 
observation is Ihat. al that frequenl)' th" model'> with ~ I ::; 1.6M, have ,mall dip as compared 
10 lhe models Wllh AI 2: I.S.H,.,. At the higher fre'1uenq a' ,;een for radial nm:!e II = :;0 th~ 
model, M ::; l.GM,o h~v" large dip as compared to th~ mooels .H ::: 1.8M ,.: (,e" Fig. 3. I fll. 
Th~ real part of JT!T i, ddioildy highly \'armblc in Ihe almosphere arid ,ub-phoIOSph"lic layen; 
at high"r frequencies, This i, contrary 10 tlw a'Sumplion ofteo Tll<Kle in aoal)'tic formula ,uch as 
the presem"d io \\'al-;oo (1988). Thu,. the {{I fl' plots show that ev~n ~llow I'",yu~oeje, the al-
mo,pllere can Ilot be regarded a, a single lay"r ",jlh (Constanl eigenfullCtion" The highly \ ariable 
~T! "f' i, mnsi,tenl .... ith "'ledure & Kurtz (1998) i(ka lhal the sle~p (k~re",e, in l'holometril' 
amplilud~, wilh wavelength" rdated to Ihe highly \ariabk ijT!T. 
w~ abo notice Ib~t Iheft' ~r" wiggle, for model, with At ::; l,flAt , The only po,;,ible explana-
tion for Ihe wiggles in those m0dd, i, a re,ul l of the lime-d~pendem treatment of (Conv~ction. 
10 a I()C~I lime-dependent model these wiggle, ar" ralh"r hug" duo: 10 an imagi na l)' uitTu<,ivity 
in lh" "'1uatioo, de'i-Lribing the eomeetive temperature tluctllatiollS. In a non-i<xal trealmenl of 
(Conv"ction Ih" wiggles ar" ft'du~"d bUi still noticeable. A discus;ion 011 lh~se r"pidly oscillating 











3.4.1 . 1 1.0Ale: model 
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Figure 3.8: The real and imagi nary part~ of CiT jT for the LOAL. model plo tted as a furK tion of 












3.4.1.2 1 2M,-' model 
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Figure 3.9: TI1C r~al and imaginary puns of JTjT for Ih~I .2M8 model plntwd a., a hlnctioll of 
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3.4.1.3 UJ\l, model 
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Hgur~ 3. 11 : Th~ r~al and IIl13glllary parts of ,IT IT for the 1.fiJL. model pl o!1~d as a function 
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.\A.L5 1.6.1f. Illuctd 
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Fig\Jr~ 3.12: Th~ re:lt illlli iln,'glnary part. of ST/T for tht l.b.II" , model plotted 'l~ a tUI1C\;OI , 
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3.4.1.6 LIiM~, model 
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Figur~ 3.13: TIlt r~al and imagin~ry pam of oT/Tfor Ih~ 1.8i\(., model p l ol t ~ll a' a fundioJ1 
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Figure 3. j ~: Tht;l reallt1\ct i m"gil1~ry pans of ,IT iT tor the 2.1M_ modd ploned a, a functLon 
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Fi gur~ 3. 10: Compari"lTl "r8T/T oblained using VI.MS m()(kls listed in Tahle 3. 1 at variou, 
LWjl1€rlcie,_ Th~ ldl a"d right pa" ~h ~ho\\' l h~ n:~l and imaginal)' parts of 6'/ / 1 rc,pecl i v~ l )'_ 
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3A.1. 9 The ··t1ip·' in tern peratu re eigenfunctions 
Here lAe discu.lS the dip in 6T /T. [n Pigs. 3 [7 to 3. [8 we compare 5T /T tor Zi\\1S models at 
radial mod~ 11 - 5 {ibt~ined by »<::lling /"i,; - 0 and /"iT = 0 with th~ on~ ror r,I' f 0 ~nd "T ,~ 
o I>cc Eq. (2.M)J. it i, clc~r that wh~n then: b no opadty fluctuations toc dip di .lappcars for 
ma,,~, larger than 1.8Af~, . For mas"~,,]e,,, than th,,,. the (hp i, th~re blll much ,maIler than when 
op~cilY perturilation, are pr~,~nt. \Ve :lho noti\:~ th:ll "pacily Illl\:lu:llion, parli~ lly coni ri blll~' 
toward, th~ wiggle, fo·urtd in JT/T for mo(H, wilh M < U;.\1 The main point aboul our 
discussion is thai while the shape of Ihe d ip is t.lel~rrm n~d by Ih~ sh~pe of Ihe wpera<iiailatic I ap'~ 
ral~. Ih~ m~in df~~1 th~l det~ rlllin~, whether the dip i~ Ihere or not i:, th~ op~dty Il( J ctu~tion. For 
detailed analysis.!<Cc lI1~dupe ~t al (in preparation). 
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Figure 3.17: The real ~tld lmaglll~ry p~rt, of JT/T for the ZA\'IS mO<ki> [i,wd in 'labk 3,1 
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3.4.2 Displacement eigenfunctions 
The r~al and imaginary parts of displ ac~rnellt eigenfunctions an:: ,hown ill rigs 3. 19 to 3 .26, W~ 
noti<:~ Ihat th~r~ is >;lighl dip ",,~n in Ih~ hydr<Jg~n ioni/.~lion /.(ln~ whi<:h <:orr~~ponds 10 Ih~ dip 
,een in 6TiT. It looks like for cenain frequencies the displacement respond to the ionization_ 
('karly Ihe 8"/,, is mor~ r~sponsiv~ 10 tll.; dip in 6T/-' for 1. 5A1", and 1,6A10 models. 
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figure 3.1 ':I: The real and im~ginary puns of 6r /t' for the I.(lM:; mockl platled as a function of 
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3.5 Growth rates 
The growlh rale, ddi~ed 'I = - ... ', for the equilibrium modds li'led 111 Tahle 3 I aJ'~ 1110wn in 
fig. 3.27 ,,·here -,.:; i, tllte imagi nary part of the cyclic fn::quency :'.: l*,tained by solving th~ non-
ad i ahatic pul s.atioll equa lion, rre~~ leu in Chapler 2. The gl"()wth rate,> an:: obt~i ned by using Ihe 
houndary condilion that imposes a displacemenl node al Ihe hase of the envdojX'. I !ere 11 > 0 
cOlTesponds 10 e~<:i l ~li ori and '} < Il cOIT~,>pond> to damping. 
II is rloticeahk Ihal thel\~ ar~ un'>table modes in the roAp In::que[lCy region 1.0 < v < ;}.O mllz 
for the 1.iJMe;. ,lIld 1_6.\I~ mrnlds. The excitation of modes. ~1 high f're(juency ill spite of not 
inc luding the magneti<: field in our e(jullihriurllmodels as was done by 13al~lforth et al (2ool} is 
an int~resting 1"C'>ulb. t'orthe mll(kl, with .. II ::: 1_5 .. 11." lh~re is a uepr~s>ion in the growlh rales 
just below 2 mH/ "irh 1.5 and 1.8111:" mOI"C depn::s.sed_ It was ,how~ hy Ralml(lrth ( 1 'i9~a) that 
as the non-loc~lmi~i~g length paramders (J and !J al"C reduced the depres,ion be~llllle, deef't'r 
and ,hi I-IS to higher frequency. I also noti<:e Ihat lhere i~ sharp varialions in the grO\<1h rate' 
for 1.6M~ model ~t hlghcr lre(ju~nci~s which according 10 13almforth i ~ Ulle to Ihe redllction 
01- non-local param~tas a and D. In our case as men lioned in Section 3_1, Ih~ mixing lenglh 
parameter' u,ed I-or ollr models are 0 2 b2 SOil and 0:" = 1.8. O~ rhe olher hand if a and b 
3I"C reduced as shown in Fig. 1_5 rl, e treatment 01 cony~ction in the equilibrium models reduced 
to he local. In Fig. ] .23. it is clear thal i ~ lhe roAp fr~'lu~"cy region 1.() < I) < 3_0 Il1H/ 
the growth r~ l e' in<:re.\se as Ihe model paralll~t~l~ (MIM_~ . 1',.,( , 1./ I. ~ ) i~crease, how~l'el' th~ 
1.5M" and 1.6M," mll(leh Seell1 notlo 1(,1I0\\, lhar lr~nd . In the roAp sl= n;:gime rhe excited 
mod~s al the high fr~quencie,> are due 10 Ihe sll[licie~lly <;Irnng magnetic fields. that s.uppre>s 
envdope convection l,"",e Ralmforth el aI2(X)I, Cunha 2(02). AI the lo"er freq llencies the 
damping of lower frt;:quende, is due ro hel ium s~uling (see Cunha & Sous.a 20(6). 
In doing 'orne an al ys is Ihe imagi nary part ... ', can be approx im~led a~ 1-0110" s (se~ 
Christen>en-Dalsgaard ~0(3 ): 
c, 
",' . "" _. 
, '2.,'-;E 
where 
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is the pulsational energy ~nd L" i~ th~ total luminosity. jh~]d are w~ ~ppro~imate and r~arrang~ 
~n~rgy ~quation (2,]7) as follow,: 
~ (M.) " (OT _ \' /p) _ (1'1 liT _ \' j lill') 
Ii", r.o To " P" -I,) '" Po (3.7) 
where I), = Plllf~). al1(i lh~ ~xpr~"ion on th~ first open brJCkd on Ihe righl hand ,ide is th~ total 
pre ~'Nlre <:Onlrioolion and the ,~<:ond is th ~ turbulent pr~s'llr~ contribution , 
w~ hav~ ,hown in Fig. ],5 that Ihe e~pre"ion ~nelo,,~d in th~ hT:<;[ braekd is zcro in th~ en\'elope. 
AI~o in parts of the em'dope where 1116T/T = nand \ "Jlill,/p = n, lh~r~ is no turbulence and 
h~nce no damping or excitation Rul \\h~r~ II] '" nand OPI / 0 turhulence cont rib llks to 
d~l1lping or excitation. 
In the ~tnl(),pher~ 1/] = ~I'! = () and thcrdore the dampi ng or excitation eOlr1~S purdy from 
rad iative tran ,fer. If 1' , ~Trf 'J + V "d~P'//~J < 0 lhe~ will be excitation, and if II,H/'f(J I 
\ udnpj/'fJ > 0 th~r~ \\ ill Ix: damping, 
3.6 'York Integral 
The .... ork int~gral eanix: u s ~d tu l ocat~ lhe d~lllp i ng or ~xeitat;on 70n~, in the ,tar, In the regio~, 
where W'oI > () the pllls:J lioll i, d~mp~d . and where \1',,,, < 0 (he puh~tion j, e~eikd, The work 






i, the cOnlrioolion dll~ 10 gas and turbulent pre"ur~s re,pcctiyeiy. The growth mk 'I .• n t~nns 
of th~ work integral, (Equat ions 3,9 and 3. 1 OJ. <:~n h~ ,iividcd into its contribution, from the g~' 
~nd turhulent pre"s ur~s a,: 
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figure 3.18: Cin",lh rule~ a~ a 11l11~li'Jn of frequ~llCy for ZAMS model, l H,l~d in THhle 3.1. 
"h~re F'k b ddilleu in equHtiun (2.1..\4). 
In ~.~ plHining the un~tablc modes that appear in [1""1_5M~ and I.GM '. Illodds the ~I'ow(h rul.~' 'I, 
1)" and Iii afe plol.i~d ... , a t"llT!L"[!011 of pul~ution [r~qllency in Fi~lIres 3.19 and J,.>lI. We nOli<;e thai 
fnr 1_.'jAl.,; mudel helow lmHl boUl '1." anti lit Hf" negative Ill~aning Ihm II..., <;_)TJlhinati'Jn of gas 
and turbulent pressures stabilize, lh~ mode" Hnwev~r Ihe ,rahiliwtion by gas PI'C",llrC i, nlll<:h 
slron~cr. In the Ir~qlJ ~lIC)' regim~ 2 < 1/ < 3.3 IllHl the modcs life lIns.tabk dll~ to ga, pw"ure 
1llK;l.u~lions. II is clear Ihat ror 1.6.\1" mC>dcl in the frcqucncy rqime 1 J < II < 2 mHz the 
mod~s ar~ un,labk due to turhulenl rr~~sur~ fluctuations. Below frequcncy 1,5 mHI ~nd a b.J\'~ 
Irequen<:y ~ lllHI Ixwh lh~ g~' ~nd wrbuknt pn:s<;\lfcs stabilize the mr><ks. The 'Iahili/~ti()n by 
turillll~nl pre"ul" i~ mu~h stru·llger. 
In Figur~' 3.31 -3.38 th.: accumula1ed work int~~ml tor ZAMS equilihrium 11ll>dds lisled in 
bblc 3,1 for sevcrnl frcqucncic<; arc ,hown. H~r~ the "orl int.:gral' ar~ plott~d such as to have 
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pulsatiun i, damped. and where lrkd < llthe pul,alion is e\ciwd. In those Figures we haye 
<11>0 ,ho" n th~ "ork i m~gr<ll for the sanl~ fre(j u~rJ<;ks wh~!I Ihe ,;ontrihul ion f rUlll I he lurbule~l 
pressure is neglected (i.e II ', 111 Eq. 3.9). In all the equilibrium modds con.,idered here the 
mooe, gain 11)(],t of their energy from the hydrogen iuniJalir>ll /one. Clearly for moods wilh 
M < 1.8;\/, .. as wa., repon~d by Balmfonh d al (2001). turbulent pr~,sur~ ,t~hi1i,~, ~Il the 
mode, in the hydrogen ioniz:atio~ zone. ror model> with M > l.SM. Ihe comribulion from 
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J-ig urc 3.36: l he accumulated work integrals OFt"' ) (in units J03::'HYl for the U;M", model at 
various frcqucllcic.<;. Th~ curv~ labellcd W" shows th~ work integ ral for th ~ sanl<: mude whcll 
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Comparison of radiative transfer and 
Eddington approximation 
nl~ >01 ution, "bl ained LIS; ng II I)' code (hereancT the ocw code) aOO t ho~ obtained u sing Houdek \ 
code art' <:ompar"d. HOlld",k'" <:od~ 11 ,~., lh~ "",,-local rn; xi ng ]engl h theory or convection and 
Eddington approxilllJlion to I':idialivc transfer (;ee Appendix D). W~ also consid~1' lh~ r~>;illts 
()btJin~d Il,ing bolh tilt' ~qu il ib flum mId pulsation mode ls wilhalil convection. i'Ulthcl'lllOI'C. J 
compare the new code with -"1cdu~', code (sec Appendix FJ which j, pur~ly radiative. 
4.1 Comparison of Houdek's results with my results 
In hOlh ca.~e~ (he r.:SUll~ arc hased OlllOC eqlli lihrium modd, p!'C>cntcd in Table 3.1 ami t ft<, upper 
mechanical houndary condi l ion thai all",,, wa,'c, Wil h frcq llcncie, higher than the acoustic cut · 
olT frequency 10 propagate Ihmllgh Ih ~ atmosphere. 
4.1.1 The erreci 011 the eigellfrequclldcs 
Th~ dg~nfr~qllenci~, wn~ <:ompll l ~d by r>:qllinng Ih~1 lhere he a disploc~mem nodc atlhe ha'e 
of the enve lope and solving for r~al and i maginilry pan, of:..:. For compari,on pllrposcs I denote 
lhe cycl ic r['eqll~ney oblained from Houdek's eode as 1)1 .. and the on~ obtaill~d frolll Ihe new 
<:(){k a' III",, ' 
The IWO approoches ar~ compm"d in Fig. 4.1. [n Ihi, (jgllr~, Ihc lOp p~nel ,hows ..'l.v, = 
/-I,o(v/o,,) - U,o(l)f.,1 and Ihe bottom panel shows ..'l.v; ~, Im(v!.K.j - 1m(v/.,1 wh~r~ /-If mld 
1m d~not~ th~ re~1 and imaginary pansrespeClivcly. Thi, means..'l. !/r = 0 and tll1j 0 implks 
t hal Ih~ I wo approaeh~s give Ihe Same ei ge" treq llencies. Clearly from Ihi, figure, Ihcre is no dif-
f~rence in tIlt' <:aic lll ated f r~qllenck, below Ihe r req lIe[\C)' 1 rnH/. irrespect ive or Ihe equ i librium 
models. Th~ difthenc~ tx;,tw~~n MP and GH C<ld~, ~re in Ihe almospkrie and 1mb-atmospheric 
layer,. They holh Ireatlhe ~nvclopc using the same physics, Second[y lh~ [ow freqllC[ICies are 










10-1 Ch~ptcr 4 
HeIK'C there [s littk or no d ifferclltT~ in frcqlletlC i e~, helow I mHz, ohtained by the two cod~~_ 
For f",qu~ nc[ ~" higher than I mH/, t h~ d ijj~re [ICe i, ,,,m~wh il i larg~rbu l ,t ill t~ i rly 'm~ll on Ihe 
c~lcul~ltd tig~nfrtquenc i e,. TIl<! largt,t difTtrence i, found in the HiM" mood n~~r frequency 
II =2 mHz. The diffen::nce indicate, th~ error in troduced hy using Eddington approx imatioll 
to radiat ion ",hen cakllb ti ng ~ i gentrcq ll~ [l(; i e~ for A ,t,if'_ The maxi mum rebli ve ch~nge' in 
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106 Chapter 4 
T ~bk 4. 1 : The maximum di jrer~lIc~, tJ,;,lw~.n 110,- cigcnfrcy,,,"ocie, obtained ming the 11('" code ~nd lh~ 
eigenrr~qllellcie' obtai...."j lIS; 'I!! J IOll<Jcl ', code. The Ii",( col"mn deJJ0tes the 111"<'" (If the "'lui li r.'i!!lH 
rno<kb. ll>..' "",ond co lum n woole the chall~c, I"""" .. l.olive to cyc li c freq""""), J', (in 111117). am!!>'; 
Ihird col Li mn dcnol~' the change, 1""",1 relaliv'lll J/" (in 111)[Z), 
~ 
MiM ,- 1.:0."",/'/,1 ('i) 1..:.";/,,,1 (')oj 
~ . 
1.0 ()O14 0.00> 
I.' (),1106 (UliO 
I.J (J,n ]7 0.009 
~ ~ -
1.5 0 1133 IUJ27 
16 0.091 n,on 
1.8 (J.I)7() 0.073 
-
2.0 O()34 (J,(W) 
21 0,027 n022 
~ 
~ 
4.1.2 The eITeel on the eigenfllnrtions 
TIle n,,,,, n><.k inlpruves tre~lm~nt of radiJ!ioll in the aHn()"pher~ OIl]Y III Ih" no'l of l h~ star th~ 
new code lI~S the SJIllC Ircatlll~llt of radiat ion a~ in Houdek's (;ode. I ouly prescnt temperature 
and di~placclllcnt eigenfunctioJls. 
4.1.2.1 Temperature cigenrunctions 
Ilc~ 'I-e ~ompare th~ temperatu~ e i gell rull~ li o n " ()blajTl~d fwm lh~ new cod~ with those u~ing 
Houckk''>Cooe. The plnl" are ,h(1\\ n i" Figure., 4.~-4.L) where each pmlCl i, divid~d illlo real aud 
i magi nary parI" of JT/F aho, e Ihe phOlllSph<'f~. Then.: is a larf!e djfkr~ll~e ill M'/,I h~l weeu the 
two approilch~s for all the models ~on, i d~r~d hef~. The large,l rela[i\'~ diff<'f~Hces for variou, 
equilibrium model<. are ~hOWJl Lil the ~apli ons oj Figm"" 4 _ ~-4.L). 
1\ i, dear lhal for the modeh with },/ ::: loS'\!, t l-.ere i, a ditlerence in the d~plh of a dip 
bclweeillhe lwo appro"che,. Tlw relal;\'~ diff<'fl::uCI:: is up 10 about 70%. Wk, and 11.7% for 
1. 8\1,""2.0.1/-,,. and 2. 1 AI,. lTIodeh re'pl"C liveiy . 
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Figure 4.2: A compam,on of real and unagmury pan, 6T!T ohtained from lh~ It..;, n~w 
cock (I>-IP) and tho,.; us ing lloudek's ccxle (Gil) for the UHf,. model at variou, frequ~nci~" 
Each pancl is divided inlo real and illlaglilary parts oftcrnpcralure eigenfunctions. The po,ilion 
of oplical deplh T ~ 2/.3 is indicJ ted on Ihe lir~l pJnd hy an JITOW, Th~ larg~'1 rel ali\'~ diller· 
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Figur~ 4_3: A conop<l.ri,on of r~al and imagiJl<l.ry part, (IT/T obtaiTlCd from the new code (:"1P) 
<1.11<1 tho&<: lI,ing Houdek', cod.: (GH) for the l.~M , model at various frequcneies_ Each paroel 
i, di\'ickd inlo r~<l.1 and imaginary par is of t.:mp..:rature eigenfunctions, The p<),ition of oplical 
depth T = 2/ :; is indicated on the fir,t panel hy an am)w_ Th~ large,[ relaliy~difrer~nc~ kt".:en 
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Figure 4.4: A comparison of real :lnd imaginary parts ,IT!T obtaincd from the n~w code (Mil) 
and those using Hondd,'<; ~"d~ (ClH) ror th~ L:lM~ modd at I'ariolls frcqncrlCie,. Each panel 
j, divided inlO re~l ~nd i m~g:inary p~rts or t ~trlperatllr~ eigen r Llnctions_ nl~ 11Ilsition of optical 
depth -;- = 2! 'J is indicated on the first panel by ~n arrow. The l~rge't rlifferen<:e bel\\-e~n Ll,ing 
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Figure 4,5: A comparison of real atld imaginary pm"!'. JT/r ()blaiTl~d from the new <:ode (MP) 
and those using Hoodd-,', c()d~ (GH) for tl-..: 1.5 ,\h modd at \'~lious frequetlCi<:" Each p3nel 
i ~ divided into r«11 <111(1 imagill31)' part>; of kmp"ratur" ~ige~fLm~tions. ['he po!;ition of optical 
dqxh T = 2/3 i, i~dj<:~I ~d ol1th" firol p~n~1 by a~ arrow, The large,! relativc differeTlce l:>t;lw~~11 
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FigUf<! 4.6: A comr,lri'>()n of r~,11 ~Jld i m~ginal)' parls 6Tt l' ohl~ir",d trom lh~ new code (MP) 
and lhose using Uouod.:'s cod<! (Gil) for th<! 1_6M,,; mod~l w v~riou, fr~'lu~nci~s_ Each panel 
is divided into r~al and imaginary pans of l"lTI(Xrw 1J I<' <!ig~11 functiOI1-'_ Tl-..; po'i lion or oplic'al 
d~pth , = 2/3 is il1dic'aled 0" th~ tir<;l panel hy an arrow. The largest rdalh'C ditf~r~nc<! h<!tw<!el1 
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Jiiglll'c 4.7: A comparison of r~~l and in luginary p~rh oT/T obtain~d from the T~W rode (MP) 
and Ihos~ using Houdd', "ode (GlI) for th", Lb.l L; model at variou, frcq ll<:m~ic,,_ Ea(;h r~nd 
is lIiv; ded i 1110 1<'al and i m~gillary pmts of tcmpcratu rc cig~nfuncli OnS. Th€ p"sj I iOll of optical 
(krlh, 1):l i> indicdlcd on the hrsl pand loy all arrOw Th€ larg~'t rdatiY~ ditTel"t:nc<! betll'een 
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Figure .t.8: A compJrison of reill imct imagina ry parts 3T/T obt<lin~d from th~ n~w cod~ (/1-11-') 
and tho>!: usi ng Houdck's codc (GH I for thc 2.0M,) model at various frcquCllc ics. Each panel 
is divided in lO real and imag-Llmr}' part~ or temperature eigenfunctions_ The pos ition of opt ical 
deplh T = 2/3 is iTldicil led on the fin;1 pilJlel hl'" In arrow_ The large~1 relati,e difTerence hetween 
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Fig!]r" 4.9: A compan""' "r r~al :l"d lmagl~"'ry part, 6TjT obtained from [he new code (IvIP) 
imd 11l<) "<' u'mg Houdek':; Cll(k (GH) for the ~,lM , ; modd "' vanou, frequencies. Each panel i, diy idc'li imo [Cal and imagi ~ary part, of tcmpcrature dgenflLlKtions. TIle posilion of opl lcal 
depth T = 2/:; i, ifldicakd on thc tirs! panel hy an arrow. Th~ IilfgeSi rdilliv~ dirkr~n<:~ k[W~Cll 
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,,\.1.2.2 Uisillacement eigenfunctions 
In Figur~, 4.10 [0 4.17 ". ~ comr~ r~ th~ displacem~nt ~igenrunctiorl'; obtainffi u,>ing Ihe n~\\' 
cod~ with tho,e u,ing Iioudek's code. TIl<: efft:ct of the trt:atmem of radiation on thc r~al part 
of tht: displ act:m~nt is llTHlOticcahk for ~II th~ scleeted mo<le, eOlbider"d. hul nOI ic,,~bl~ on Ih" 
imaginary park The largc:st rcl~ti,· ~ diller~nces ror v~riou' ~'lullihriUrll Illodds ~r~ ,hown in 
th~ cuption, or Figur", 4.10 to ..\.17. j [ere th e larg~st difkr~nce is tOund in th~ imaginary part 
of 6'"/ 1" only. 
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Figllre4.10: A companson of real and imaginary parts of J r /r obtained from the new code ("'PI 
and lhose lIsing Houdck', code (GH) for the I_OAle,_ model at ,'arious frc'llieneies. The len aud 
right panels sho,,· r~al and i magin ary parts of ,j r / r respecti ,ely. The I~rgest relati\c difli __ -rcnce 
ixtwcen u,ing p.-op"r tre~tlll"nt of r~di~ 1 ion ~nd Eddi nglon ~ppro,iTllation ror the iTll~ginary part 
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Figure ..\.Il: A comparison of r~a! and imaginary parts or/r obtain~d from the new cod~ (MP) 
and lho,c m ing HOlldek-s code (GH) for the j.2A(, model at variOl!> trcqllcncic" The kll and 
right pane!l show real and imaginary parts of Jr/,r rc<,pttlivc ly. The large,[ relative ditl"rcnc" 
!J"t w~~n ll ' ing proper lr~al nltelll 01- radial i OIl and E(!(li nglon appnl.\ imal inn for I he imaginary p'lrl 
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Figure 4.1 2: A comparison of real and imaginary parts o'/!' ohtained from the new eo,k ( ~lP) 
and thos~ using Houdd;.'" <:ode (GH) for the 1 .. 3 Me model OIl. \ 'Ul;OU' fre<.jl1e[\<; ie,_ The left and 
righl puneb ,how ",ul und imaginary part' of i'ir/r respeclivel y. The large'i n:lutive diff~re [ w;e 
between using proper trCJlmcnt of mdiatioll Jild EddinglOn JpproximJlion for the imJgi~ar}' Pllrt 
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Figun: 4.13: A comparison of r~al and imaginary part, ~T'/T' (lhlilin~d from th~ Il~W code (.\1PJ 
and (hose llsing Houdek ', code (GH) lor the 1..'; ,II ~ lllodd al various fr~qu~llCics, TIle lell and 
right pa llCl~ show mal and illiaginary parts of or/r n:s p~cti"':ly. The largest r~ l a liv" JilTerenc~ 
between using proper I n:;l tment or radial ion and Eddington appro\ lJnalion lor the i lll ~gi nary palt 
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Figllr<,-1.15: A compuri-.on of r~al unrl imaginury paTh or"/,r oblaiTk;rI from (h~ n~w coo~ (MP) 
and tho,e ll'ing Iloodck ':, code (GH) for (oc l.~M.-, mood at \'~riolls frcqllcllCie:,. Th~ left and 
light panels ,how real and imaginary pans of or-/r re'[lCCtivdy. Thc I~rgcst relativc differencc 
OC l ween w;ing proper treatment ot radialion and EdJi nglon approxi Illation for the imaginary part 
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['igure ,,\. 16: A eomrari~Qn of ~al :md imagi nary part, ,h-l' obtain ~d from th~ new code (MP) 
and thos~ using Houdck", ("(xle (GH) for !he LOMa Illmlel at variolls freqllenci~<;_ The Idt and 
right panels sho\\' r~HI ~nd imaginary purb of Srir ~,pecti\'ely, Th~ larg~s,t relativc difference 
he lweell u~illg proper t~atmell1 of rad iation ami Eddington ~pp[Qx i m~lioll for (ile illl Ug i nary part 
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Figure 4, 17: A comparison of r~al and imaginary parts or/r obt ain~d from the new eode (MP) 
and thor.c using Houdek's code (Gil) for the 1,lM", model at vm;ous frequencies The left and 
right pands show r~al and imaginary paIls of Or,'!'- rcsl~eli w l y. The larg~'t rda\i v~ dill~r~n<:e 
b~tw~~n using proper IJ~alTTl<' n l 01- radiation and Eddin glOn ilPPWX illlilt ;o!! for th~ ; maginJry palt 
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.. . 
4.1.3 The effect Oil theoretical growth rales 
In Ihi, ",dion the growth ratcs comput~d by imfX1sillg J di,plac~me]]1 node al Ihe hw,e of Ihe 
envelop;: for the <:on,> i,lenr 1 real menl 01' rad i ali v~ tran,fcr atld Uddillgton approxi mation In: com-
pared, The results ilre >ho,...~ in FigA IR lOr Ih~ eqUllihrium modds l ist~d in Tahks 3. 1, The 
resllirs are eon;;i,tent with th~ dgcnfr~quencies diff~r~ll<:e> (imilg i n~ry parIs) ,h(lwTi in the 001-
10m p~nel o l' Fig. 4.1, For Ihe I y,,\r~ model, helow the acoustic cut-off fr~qllen<:y, the cOTi ,> i,>teni 
tre3t melll of rad imi\ ~ tr~~ sf~r hilS r<:duced the growlh rales. '" hich i ocrca~ ~~ toward, and abm ~ 
lli:(lll<,li<: <:lll-(lIT freq llcncy. 
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Figure 4, IS: The growth rme~ as fll nctio~ of rhe cyd i<: i'reqllen<:)' J.J lor ZA/l.1S modd " The 
<:llne labelled "\IP"" was obtained from the n~w nxk wherea-; for rhe <:Iln ~ ""GH'" we ll,cd 











Wc noticc that for models wilh .II ::; 1 ,,'ijfs proper tn:atmCll1 of radiation ~Iightly incn:Js"s 
growth rate, within a ""nJin frtXllIt'lK)' rJnge. For other equiiLllrium models wc noticc that at 
vJriou, f",qu~llc)' rangc., tr.., consistent trcatment of radi~li(\]l c~n Jx\th decreil"" and illcr~a,,~ 
the growth r~t~~. 
4.1.4 Work Integral 
To lliu,tratG thc diffcrence in tIl<' grl\"' liL r~te~ ohlained u~ing con~i-"tent treatment of thc ra-
dia(ion lield with tho,e ohtaitl<'d lI,ing Eddingwn ~pproximalilln in -"eclion, we compare the 
<:lIll1ulativ~ work integrals (lI'",) oN:::l1ncd u,ing thc ncw code with tho~~ using Hou(lo;;k's cod". 
In Figures 4, 19,4.26 the J"CUIl1Ubl~d wm'" integrall,)r ,'arious frequencics for ZA/I-'lS "qllilib-
riul!l nlO(lels are ,ho",n. The lIor!.: int~grals ar~ consislent with Ih~ r"suil pre~ellied in Table 4. 1. 
It i, notice~bk thJt for I!ll\dd~ ol'th~ Sun the improvcmcnt of th~ treatm"nt of r~diati,,, Ir~n'­
ler increa<.c, thc gro",th ratcs in the ~tlllo,ph"re , Thi" is eOll~i-'.tent \\'[ th the earlier works by 
Chri,tensen-Dal,,g:mrd &: Fratidscn (I ':183 J and Balmforth & Gough (19RRJ, The larg~st rdati\'e 
di IT ~r"nc"s fo r nrious eqUlI ibrium model, arc shown in the capti(\]lS l\f Figu re~ 4.19 \(\ 4 .~r. 
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Figllf~ 4.19: A cOl!lpm;,on of the accu mulatcd work i megral ~ (in un i ts 1 O'-W (T9) computed us-
ing th" new cl><k ('\lP) wi lh (hosc using Houdek's code (Gil) fl\r the 10M". model al V:II;ooS 
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Figure 4,13' i\ compati,,-,n 01' the a<:~umul~le.d work int~grals (in uni ts HI,werq) compuied u.,-
ing the new ~ode (MP) with tho~e u~inl; lLoud~k's eode (GH) for the 1.6;\ic,_, model at variou> 
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Figur~ ..\.2..\: A comparison of the aceulilu latoo work illlcgrais (in units 10'''\1"9) C01!lpul",d U~· 
illg th~ n~w colk (M P) wi th those using lIoll(kk's code IGH) for Ihe UIM. mod~l al various 
ii"equendes. H~r~ the largcst rdati v~ difference is up to ahout 29% 
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Figure 4.25: A comparj <;on of Ihe Jccull1 u l~ted work int~gra l s (in uni ts W"ll tl"g l computed us-
ing Ihe new code (MP) with those usi ng Houdek's code (GH) for the 2.0M,' mf,dc1 at various 
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""' "" Figl.lre 4.26: A comparison of Ihe ~ccumubled \lork illlegrJ[s (in unit, lOX'try) cnmput~d u<,ing 
the n~w cod~ (\1Pl wi th tho ,", u,ing H()lId~k', code for tlw 2. 1 M.e, TJludd at '-aliou, rr~<.Ju~nci~'. 
Her" Ihe larg""l r"la tive d j rfe r~nce is up to ahoo\ 3.2% 
4.1.5 The effect 011 the surface hnuinusity perturbations 
In this ;ection the s.urface lumioos ity pcnurhmions determined u,ing the ne ... code with tho ,~ 
u "i ng Houdek', co d ~ arc compared. TIl~ l:>~hav iour of <,urlocc I umi no,it), perturhation,; (j I) I, a, 
a func lion of rr~(ju cncy i, rdcvanl to th ~ "h"~ r\~tion, and h ~ nc~ Ihe m(-";I illl~l'~sling (juanlily to 
look ut. Th~ ,,,,ull, are dericl~d in Figu r~,4_27 and 4.28. 
The results ure shown in bhle 4.2, lIere Lim ami Lf., denote the surface lumi nosity pcrtur-
batiom, obtaitlCd u,ing lilc new cod~ and HoU\kk'<, code rcspccli\cly. Th~ quanti ty .'!.L", _ 
N('(I,/" .) N('(!./o,) and .'!.1,." - ' ",(L/ o,.} '111(1./0,). TI1C larg~q rdall\'~ diIT~r~nc~ i, 
round in (il~ 1-0'\/00: tlCar" = ·1.,5 mH/ .. It i" dcar thai the lowe,t diITcrC[ICC, which is aITHo,1 un-
nOlic~ahle, i, foum] ill til<: 2.1M~. Il is Holic~able lhal th ~ larg~'l dilfn~nc~, arlo' found l:J<;,lwe~n 
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Fif!urc4.27: Th~ r~al pan of JL! L allh~ surf'"~":I' '" fUlIl'lion or rrequeney for LAMS ~q1l il ib­
riun llTlo,ki, ii,[ed in [ahle. The curve labelkd "MP" \\',", obtuin~d using the ,\teW l'ode, whereas 
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Cumpari~oll uf radiat i,'c [ ran,fer and Eddington appruximation 131 
Tllbk 4.2. Tile maximum ~11""-' introdll ced by the EdclinglOn ~pproximatioll ill til e ,urface lumillosity 
[>Cnu rhotiOl". The ti r,t column delK)te' the rna" of tile (Xjlli!ihrillm ITHJ(leh, the ,~colxl column demtes 
:Ll. L", I reiali'e to Bd L i m )' and the third column ocnoks It. J~s ,d ,.~Idlive to J m (L /0" j. 
M/.\( :'::'L, ,/ R~(L f"., ) i ('1) iLl. L,,,,..'l m( L [0,')1 (c,;-) --
1.0 1'1.3 4.5 
U I n.7 20.n 
--
1.3 '.8 35.0 
1.5 7 .. , 7., 
-- -
, .6 I n.1i 11.6 
-
'6 16.7 80 --
'.0 J.J 1.0 
4.2 Comparison of equilibrium models with cOllvection and 
those with inetlicicnt convection 
In thi<, section, the eigenfreque'ICies, eigenfunctions, growth raw, and sllrfacc lumim\"ity ob-
tained by using ~quilibrillm m(\Jels ,,·ill , con\'ection (he reafter convective moods) and thm,e 
with inefficicnt convection (h~re~ner rlldi~tive nWdels) are compared. In ca.<e of the radimivc 
models "e use non-adiahatic puismiun elJlIations withollt convcction. \Ve simulllled radi llti\'e 
lnodds by lIsing ~ mixing lenglh 0" = O.1X1.~ which leads to vcry thin and cxtrcmcly incffi -
cient conwetion zon~s. Paramctcrs },f !}.!. , L! I 0 ~nd T'ff for the rJtli~li\'e ml>tlelsl .8AI", anti 
2.1 M", are the same a., lis ted in Tahle 3 I. Thcs~ clJlIilihrilim models "crc kindly pT(\vid~tI hy 
GlIcnter Houdek. 
Thc differ~nces in thcse equilibrium modds llre illuslrJl~tI ill Figs. 4.29 anti 4.30. Therc arc 
no differences hctween the radiativc and convcctivc model, i~ T, p, /{. llnd "" ,,,I. llS fllnction of 
10g1'. These plots, especially"" - \' ad. show thallh~ radiative model, arc not completely non-
wm'CClivc. There are lllrge ditTerences in 1'1/1' and !.~/~, in both models. All th~sc have to he 
borne in mind ",hen comparing lhc rcsults in the next ,ubs~ctions. The compJrison of Ihes.e 
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Figure 4.29: The differ<:n~~, rn:lween the ~()ny~ctive model; (Con) and radiativc model, (RaJ) 
I-or 1_8A1e ~nd 2 1M0 in (~) ~Ixl (h) 'urer,"liah~tic gradient '\ - 'VM , (e) and (d) dimensionless 
sound sp~~d. (e) und (f) ratio of c"onv(>(:tive flu.\ to the total heal tlnx f~/I" and (g) und (h) lh~ 
turbulent prcsslII'c fraction p,/p compared as a fu nction ol log p. 
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, " • :t 
1 
" " , " " C , .~ -~" • • _c" "L_ "", -, 
'" , -~" , 0.5 " , ,., • , '" ' , , " , ,. ~mHz', ~ ''''''OJ 
f'igun:4_3 1: The ill rr erem:e bet ween th~ cig~11frcqn~ rICies obtai lied lI'ing lhe <:ollvoctive lllodels 
,lilt! the dg~nfreqnen,ic.s obtaill~d lIsing radiali".: mod.:k 
4.2.1 The erred Oil the eigcnfrc{lllCncks 
In Fig. 4,31 we ,ho'>'. '::'1),_ Re(I/!",,) - Hi-( I/mal and '::'''i = Im(1II",,) - lm(I),_"") fol' C(lllilib-
riUlll mood <; l.'tl .if ," and 2, 1M." Hen: 11,,,,) denotes lh~ cyd ic ti-~qu~ncy obtain~d us; ng radiative 
nwdds, II is ekm tli al lhere i~ 110 di IT erelICC in tbc calcll lakd t1-cq ll~nci~" Ix' I ow [he treqllell<:Y 
I TIl H I" The re,u It~ al'e show 11 i ll Table 4, 3. 
TJbk 4.3 : The maAim um Ji tf~r.,.ce" h"lwee n Ihe ~igcn frcq'''II<: i c' oblaillo.;d using c(}nv~cliv~ mlXld, 
and Th e cigcnfrcq,,,ocic, ""'-" ilxxl ,-"ing r"dimiv~ modet" The first column der\Qtc, Ill" ,,,aSS of lh~ 
cquitibrium m",lds, 11K- ,ccond column denote II", chal1ge" l.1v,1 re lative 1.0 cyclic frcq LlCll.:)' I},· (in 
mHzj, ~nd th~ third cotuml1 del10le, Ihe chang,'S 1fl.",1 rclal i,-c 10 v, (in mHzj, 
M/,\Jcc' 1·:'>1), /v,1 (C.fj 
~~~~~ 
Ifl.";.!,,, (';t. j 
'.8 0,97 0.26 











Comparison of radiath-e transfer and Eddington appro)<imation _________ ~1,3=5 
4.2.2 The eft'ect 011 the temperature eigenfunctiuns 
In Figllf~s 4.32 to 4.35 w~ COlllpare tlw lemperalure elgenrllnclion, ohtain~d us ing radialiw 
llIrJ<:kls with those using conwctiw modcb. Fin;t we IlOtic~ that the 'uppr~"ion of convection 
011 br}(h th~ equlilbrilLm and pulsation modeh IS sufficient ly larg~ !ll liT/T. It IS also "~r}' 
clear thai th~ inclusion of convect ion drast ically d~creJses lh~ (lip that IS se~n in thc hydrogcn 
ionization 1:one, 
,\.2.2.1 1.8M~ model 
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figurc 4.32: A cOllll'ari<;on of rcal and imaginary parts of the tcmpt:rature eig~llfullctions com· 
puted u<;ing radiativ~ llIrxlel lRad) with tho<;c using conl'cctiw mode] (Con) for thc U!M,,, at 
\anow, rr~'lu~ncie,. Tilte ldt and righl pane], show r~ al and llnaginary parts of tcmperature 
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Figu~ 434: A romp~ .. i -on uf ,,,,;d and imaginal) p;lrt_, of "'T(I' computc'" (Ism.>; radialive 
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Figur~ 43:'; A ~()]npari son oi" I'~al and imaginary paris of the l~rTlperalure clg~ni"ul\Clion, com-
pukd u,ing rJdial; \e moud (Rad) wilh those using conyective model (Con) at \ariou, i"rcqucll-











Comparison of radiatiw transfer and Eddington 3pprol!.imalion 
4.2.3 The displacement eigenfunctions 
[n Figures 4.36 and 4-.37 the displacement eigenfurn:tion~ obt~ined u,ing r~di~[i\'e nKlue[, with 
those u~ing co'" ""li~" modd, ar~ COn .pared. G~n~rall y the effect of convection on the ui,ploce-
ment eigenfunction, is ,igni lic~lItly brg~_ 
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Figur~ 4--'6 A mmpari,oll or Ii!'/ !' obt.aill~d U"II£ radiati\'~ mood (Rad) with tho>c using con-
yective model (Con) ~t v~riou, frequellcie'" The real (Re) ~lId im~gill~ry (1m) parts or Ji l l' ar~ 
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Figure 4.37: /\ eompari"~l of Jrjr obia i ll~d uSIng rad imiv~ model (Rad) with tho,~ U;ll1g con-
\'ITti\'~ moJel (Cun) at various fr~qu~tlCie,. Th~ leal We) and Imagmary (lm) pm, of Jr/r ~n: 
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rigure 4.38: TIl<' growlh ra le~ a, i"llncllOn of I.he cye1ic frequency for 1.8M , and 2. t.o\l0 models. 
The curVe labelled 'Con' was obtained u'ing cOllveclive models. whereas for the cur\<' labdkd 
. Rad' "'<' u ",d radi ali v~ model s. 
4.2.4 The effects on the growth rates 
H~r~ the growlh rales computed by i mpo~ing a di,plac~menlIlOde al Ihe base of Ihe en,eloT'" 
u,ing con' ~c li, ~ models w ilh lhos.c ll,illg radiative models ar~ compar~d. The rewlts are ,how n 
in rig. 4.38. II i, nolK:~abk that if convect ion is wppres..ed in the em-doT'" of A stars lhen the 
higher frequency )l1od~, 1,,,g~r than 2 mH/ can he exci ted. and for lower fr~qu~n~y mocks kss 
than I mllz the df""l is unnoliceahk. In addition. the results show that if con'~dion is exeluded 
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In Figllr~'S 4.:>':1 :1IId 4 . ..\{1 we ~"" 'parc th ... bcho\ ,our of thc ".l rl.. inh:grJI, ublJ tllcd Ilsin~ cn,, · 
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Com]Jarison of radiath'e transfer and Eddington approximation 
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Figun;, 4.4 1: The iii ) I. al Ih ~ ,urlac~ rl oll~d a' fUTlClion 01 In;,q LJency for 1_8/11 ,. and 2.1M. 
equilibriUlll model>. The cur\'e labelled' Mad' was ohtained using radiatilc mooci. whereas for 
the curve lahellcd 'Con' We use.(j the convective models. 
4.2.6 The efTed on the surface luminosity perlurhatiolls 
In Fig. 4.41 .... " ~omr.\T~ til<' luminosily I'<'rturb~li o ll~ illlh~ surf,lC~ a, a fun<:tioll of freqloell~Y 
ublai ll<,d u,>ing <:onve<::th e models with those using radiative model:;. II i> clear that the '>lIp-
pression of con\cction on both the cljlli lLh rium and plII<;ationITlo(kl has an clrcet on the surfacc 
01. / 1 .. Th<'[~ i~ a milximum r~l atiw differ"'l<:~ (r~al pU11, of -;urfa<:e oL/ L) of up to about 80% 
neur 2.8 mllz for the 1.8Mc.; model and 100% near 2,7 mHz for ~,lM0 mood, For the imagi-
nary parts the maximum relativc ditrcrellC~ i<; up 10 about 1 000/0 n~ur 1.5 mHz for 1,8'\/" mo<.kl 
and IOO'X, ncar 3 mH I for 2.1 Ale nlOl.kl_ 
4.3 Comparisons of the new code with .l\ledupe's code 
In thi> section we give a brief comparison between the resu lts ohluined fmmthc new code and 
those u<;ing lI1cdllpc's code. \-ledupc's code <;()Iv~ the grey noTl-adiuhalic radial pul,atio!i ~qlla­










144 Chapter 4 
ol:>tai~ed from .\kJu]X", <:"J~ are bil,~d on I.h~ equilibrium JTludel, <:oll'ln>eted by Chri,ten'~I1· 
Dalsgaard. I~ the equilibrium l1lodcl~ hy Chlisl~nscn · Dalsgaard convcctio~ is treattd i~ a local 
apPr<)\ i mati"" and do "01. i 1lc111d~ expl icil lr~"lrncnl of rallialioTl. 
! t j, qui k dear f rolll Fig" 4.42 to 4.45 Ih~l there are di ITerence' ""'I we~1l the "qui lih ri Un! lIlodei 
by Houdek and Chri'ltn>c~ -Dalsgilard m T. \"~,,, and p compared ilt fi~ed logp. Genemlly 
ll~ difference in V'au is ,ay large a< compared h) other quamilic< both in [h~ convecti,e zone 
and I.h~ allTH)>-phere. 11 j , notiaahle I.lMllhere j, a large llilTcrence in V'.u for (he 1.6.'\/,,, mou.,]. 
This ,hould be k~pt ill mind wht~ <:"mp~ri~g th~ eig~~fulldi"n', 
4.3.1 The en-eet on the eigenfullctions 
H~r~ we compar~ tIl<: dgen futlClinns obtained from lh~ new cod~ with thos~ using M~llupe' , 
er.oc. The resu It, ~re ,11Own in Fig,. 4.46 104.53. r n case oj' j CJL~ model helow the pho)o,phere 
the diffcretICt' in tl"IC eigcnflln<:tion, we '~e depend nmi nly on both th~ eq IIi Ii brium ~nd )Juhal ion 
model,. For the models with ,If > UL\"C) the difkr~ne~s below the pholo,pllCr~ depends 
he~vi Iy {ill I he {ill Ih~ calculations of o,ci ilations. In I he atillosphere of al l the m<likls consiller~d 
h~re Ihe diffcr~nees on the eigtnfulKtions dqxnd both on the tqu i libr i um and JIll halion mcxk Is. 
Th~rel{)r~ for M ~ 1 8M,-, modds Ih~re isa large difference in ,IT,iT and iif,i,. h~twe~n the two 
approacll<:s. Thtre is a slight dirreren(.·e in th~ p"silion of a llip b;»ow th ~ photospllO're which 
i.I due to dijf~rence in the equilihrium Ill()dds. It is de~r Ihm dtpth or the dip i:, v~ry 'mall ill 
6"/ if ohLain~d I'rom the new colic compar~d to th~ on~ obtained from Medllpe's code. 
4.3.2 The effed ()Illhe growth rates 
In Ihi' Sil b,ecl ion the growth r~k' compil l ~d from lhe new colic with Ihose using Mellupc' s cod~ 
ar~ compar~d. The gro"".th rate, from Medu~'s nxle are detc rllli ntd by r~quiring thm Ihe part 
o j'lh~ ,Lar helow the has~ oj' the s)~llar envelope dOl~S tlO work on the part abow the base, The 
r~sulls ;\rt shown in Fig 4.54. In allth~ equilihrium lTl<xlels considerell here w~ nOlic~ thatth~ 
growth rale, obtain~d using th~ n~w "ode an d M edupe' s code art in agreement at low f r~qu~l1cies 
up to aho ul I rnH/, The growth rate, obtained using the new code are smail compared 10 the 
O n ~ ohLainell frornlh~ M~dupc's code at high ptllsalion frequency (v > l,~ mHz) for the lllodeis 
"".ilh III ~ 1.8011:" , For the 1.6.'11.,-, lllodd the growth rates obtained frolll Medupe's cod~ arc 
'lllall ... , ("{llllpared with tho,~ oNai nell u,i ng th~ new colle. It can he confirmed that th~ unstabk 
mod~ fOllnd in 1.GM,,;, mOOel is due to turbul ~nt pre<;sure hccause lt docs not appear in th~ growth 
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Figure 4,45: The ditTerelKes between the equilibrium models u,cd in the new <:ocle (MP) "j(h 
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4.3.2.2 The temperature eigenfunctions for j./\ A(. model 
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4.J.2.6 The displacement eigenfunctions for 1.8 "I", model 
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We have developed a code to solve the non-adiabatic radial pulsation equations with consistent 
treatment of radiation and non-local mixing length theory of convection. This was achieved 
by implementing Medupe's radiative transfer routine into Houdek's non-adiabatic, non-local 
mixing length theory of convection code. The code was applied to the ZAMS models stars with 
a masses ranging from 11\D~ to 2.11\1(0)' Below I will list important findings of our investigation: 
• We have shown that the shape of the dip in superadiabatic gradient V - \7 ad looks the 
same as the dip found in rST IT. It was also shown that the main effect that determines 
whether the dip is there or not is the opacity fluctuation. 
• The results also show that for 1.51\1e: and l.GJ\L the displacement rS,.11' is more responsive 
to the dip in rST IT. 
• We have shown from our results that the relative difference of including proper treatment 
of radiation can be under I % in the determination of the eigenfrequencies. The signifi-
cance of this difference can be obtained by comparing this with observational accuracy, as 
well as with other possible systematic errors in the frequencies. These days, the observed 
pulsational frequencies can be measured with less than I % accuracy, thus the effect of 
including better treatment of radiation is significant if we exclude the effects of uncer-
tainties in other parameters such as the mass and radius. There may still be other effects 
that would dominate the effect of including better treatment of radiation on the eigenfre-
quency. Balmforth et al. (200 I) and Cunha (2002) found that high frequency oscillations 
become unstable in models of roAp star if it is assumed that surface convection is sup-
pressed by magnetic field. It has been shown by Bigot et al. (2000) that magnetic field 
causes a shift of about 1-20 fLHz in the real part of the frequency and about I-I sfJ.Hz in the 
imaginary part of the frequencies of roAp stars. In addition Cunha (2006) shows that near 
the surface of roAp stars the magnetic pressure can become comparable to gas pressure 
in magnitude. Rotation causes departures from spherical symmetry, and this departure 
lift the degeneracy, causing a frequency splitting according to the azimuthal order m. In 
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effect of the magnetic field could stabilize the low radial order cS Scuti type pulsations in 
roAp stars. The relative difference of including proper treatment of radiation can be up to 
72% in cST IT. 
• It has become clear that the effect of proper treatment of radiation in the eigenfunctions 
and eigenfrequencies is very much model dependent. There is a clear distinction in be-
haviour between the models with AI ::; l.6AJ8 and those with AI 2: l.6M8 . 
• By comparing the results obtained with my code with those using Houdek's code we 
have shown that in terms of estimating eigenfrequencies it does not make a big difference 
whether the Eddington approximation or full radiative transfer is used in the pulsation 
equations when studying cS Scuti stars. However within the roAp stars frequency region 
1 < v < 3 mHz depicted in Fig. 4.1 the differences can be large. Therefore for accurate 
determination of frequencies it is important to use consistent treatment of radiative transfer 
when studying the roAp stars. It is also shown that except for radial mode n = 1 there 
is significant difference in the shapes of the temperature eigenfunctions introduced by 
improved treatment of radiation for models with 1\1 < l.6AI(~). 
• Except for the l.5M8 and l.6M(:) models, all the modes are damped. The unstable modes 
for the l.51\I8 and 1.61\1(:) models are near 2.5 mHz and 2 mHz respectively. 
• Comparison of surface luminosity perturbations obtained using my code with the one 
using Houdek's code shows the largest difference in the l.OMc:) model and the smallest 
difference in the 2.11\18' 
• Comparison of convective models with radiative models for l.81\18 and 2.1l\18 stars 
shows that when convection is neglected on both the equilibrium and pulsation model 
one does not introduce an error at frequencies below 1 mHz, but within the roAp stars 
frequency region 1 < v < 3 mHz the error is significantly large. This means that when 
convection is neglected in roAp stars one under-estimates the growth rates. We have also 
shown that when convection is neglected one over-estimates the dip in the temperature 
eigenfunctions. 
• Comparison of the new code with Medupe's code shows that the growth rates obtained 
using the new code are lower than those using Medupe's code at higher frequencies. Pre-
liminary results show that the exclusion of convection on stellar oscillations over-estimate 
the growth rates at high frequencies in A stars. We also notice that there is large difference 
in cST IT and cST IT between the two cases. Here the differences in both the equilibrium and 
pulsation models must be kept in mind when comparing the results of the new code with 











5.1 Limitations of the work 
These are some of the limitations that must be borne in mind when critically considering the 
results presented in chapters 3 and 4: 
• Both the equilibrium and pulsation models neglect rotational and magnetic effects. Balm-
forth et al. (2001) and Cunha (2002) have shown how important magnetic can be in the 
high frequency oscillations of roAp stars. It has been shown by Saio (2005) that the effect 
of the magnetic field is to stabilize low order modes in roAp stars. In addition, Cunha & 
Sousa (2006) have shown that helium settling suppresses lower order modes in roAp stars. 
• One of the limitations is that the atmosphere of the equilibrium models constructed by 
Houdek is based on the semi-empirical T(T) relation and hence the atmosphere is not 
consistent with the radiative transfer. 
• Finally, we still lack a proper convection theory that can cope with the interaction of 
pulsation and convection in a realistic way. 
5.2 Suggested Future Research 
It is clear that our future work will be to improve the equilibrium models by Houdek because the 
treatment of radiation in their atmosphere is not adequate. The improved equilibrium models 
can probably be obtained by basing the T(T) relation on the actual Hopf function relevant for a 
grey atmosphere in radiative equilibrium. We will also need to investigate models for different 
mixing length parameters. Furthermore, we will also consider a series of models with constant 
mass 1\1 /l\1z, luminosity L/ L:.; and varying effective temperature Tel I parameter to do extensive 
investigations. 
We would also like to apply Medupe's code and my code to exactly the same equilibrium models 
in order to come up with concrete conclusion. 
It would be interesting to see how the results of Balmforth et al (200 I) and Cunha & Sousa (2006) 
change if our new code is used. 
I would also like to apply my code to the same equilibrium models, especially models around 
l.6 AI:.;, used by Cunha (2002). This is motivated by the fact that Cunha (2002), when using GH 
code, found all high radial order modes to be unstable and I found those modes to be overstable. 
We will also compare our theoretical results with photometry. This will be done by comparing 
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and the Watson formula is monochromatic, we will need to convert the formula to bolometric 
amplitudes by integrating the formula over all the given wavelengths. Medupe (2002) has shown 
there is no agreement between the bolometric amplitudes computed from the two approaches in 
the roAp frequency regime 1 < v < 3 mHz. Therefore we will focus our attention on the c5 Scuti 
stars. 
We will calculate the amplitude ratio f and phase difference wr and apply them to Watson 
formula to see if we can determine'll and P values as was done by CDP94. 
It is a also clear that we will derive and solve non-adiabatic non-radial pulsation with consistent 
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The Equilibrium model 
We summarise differential equations used to construct the equilibrium models as presented by 
Houdek (\996). 
A.I The differential equations 
The equations are: 
where 
d log m 2 p _ 
d 1 = -4JTT -II, 
og p mg 
dl' 1_ 






/-lpL -( J) [ dluJeq]--1 
-----Il 1 - 1 + -----'-
16JT2,.2g(Jeq J) dlllJ 
dZJ 2 ,-
d 1 = b (3 - /3) 1 
ogp 
dVI Zt 
d log p ( Q c log e)2 , 
dZt 2 L) -1-1 - = a (VI - VI , 
( ogp 
2 df 
;:'f = (Q c log e) d-l ' ogp 
f -_ Lc Pt L' VI = p' 
1 df 
Zt = - (Q c log e)2 d--l--
p ogp 
fL and vf are the source functions from local mixing-length theory. 
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A.2 Boundary conditions 
The mass, radius and effective temperature of the model are specified as the three of the nine 
boundary conditions. We obtain the remaining six boundary conditions from the fact that away 
from the overturning layers the source functions i ae and viae assume to vanish (see section). 
This provides four boundary conditions: 
_df_=±_af_ 
d log p etc log e ' 
(A. 10) 
and 
d~:~P = - (1 ± :e) l:~e· (A. I I ) 
The last two boundary conditions are obtained from the requirement 
p = p, (A.12) 











The Pulsation model 
First the linear adiabatic pulsation equations are solved providing the solution for the linear 
non-adiabatic pulsation equations. The non-adiabatic pulsation equations are then solved using 
the local mixing-length theory of convection and diffusion approximation to radiative transfer to 
provide trial solution non-adiabatic equations using non local mixing-length theory of convection 
and consistent treatment of radiation. 
B.I Linear adiabatic pulsation equations 
The adiabatic pulsation equations are: 
___ = _0_0_ 3- +r- 1 _ d (6T") P T" (61. 6P) 
d III Po l'o 0111 Po '1"0 1 Po ' 
(B. I ) 
(B.2) 
where 
q2 = Grn 
" 1'5 (B.3) 
The boundary conditions used the normalization of displacement, vanishing of displacement at 






- = 1. 
1'0 
6p ( W2) 




The problem are solved numerically and provides the trial solution for the non-adiabatic pulsa-
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B.2 Linear non-adiabatic pUlsation equations local mixing-
length theory of convection 
Here the non-adiabatic pulsation equations using the local, time-dependent mixing-length theory 
for convection and diffusion approximation to radiative transfer are solved. The non-adiabatic 
radial pulsation equations are: 
_d_ (61') = j1 ~07'0 (3 61' + DO 6pg + 6
0 
6T) , 
d In Po TO Gmpo TO PgO To 
(B.7) 
-- - = - - + 3 + Tl 1 + - - + TW1-0_0-d (6P) {6P [ ( W2)] 67' P l' 
d In Po Po Po ~V 1'0 Gmpo 
x (3 - el>o) (\:0- - 60 - - -- - bel> , [ ( 
6pg 6T 6Pt ) - 1 } 








The non-adiabatic pulsation equations (B.7), (B.8), (B.9) and (B.IO) require two more boundary 




TO ) 61' ( TO ) 6T ( TO ) 6p 2 1 + 2 - + 4 - 2 ""1' - - --2 lip -, 
TO +:3 TO TO + :3 To TO + :3 Po 
(B.13) 
The surface mechanical boundary condition (Eq. B.6) is replaced by 
6p = _ r1RA+ 67' 
Po Hp TO' 
(B.14 ) 
where 
1 1 (W2 ) 1/2 
A+ = - + -i -2 - 1 
2 2 wac 
(B. 15) 
The boundary condition at the bottom of the model envelope is given as: 
6pg 6T 













B.3 Linear non-adiabatic pulsations equations using non-local 
mixing-length theory of convection 
This is the summary of pulsation equations using non-local mixing-length theory of convection 
and consistent treatment of radiation as presented in chapter 2. 
_d_ (61') = if 1:01'0 [361' + ~ (6P _ 6Pi ) _ 6
0 
6T]. 
dlnpo TO Gmpo To I-VI Po Po To 
(B.17) 
3 - I - uo d (6P) 6p [ (w2)]6r [J f' -.- - =--- +p +? -+IW 1-,--
d In Po Po Po D- 1'0 G mpu 
x 3 - '1:'0 00- - -- - - - + -- + 0'1' . {(' ,n) [- 6T 00 (6P 6Pi) 1 6.Pi ] -,n} 





d (6Z L ) 
dlnpo Lo = 
2 [ d (-) "1 -[ [] a op u ~c 0 ~c ' 
2 h(1 - 'Pd-- - + - - h'PL- , 
ete d In Po Pu Lo Leo 
(B.22) 
d (6.3) Z3 d (6P) 6z[j 
d In Po ~~osc = /3osc d In Po Po + ;3gse · 
(B.23) 
d (6Z3 ) 
dlnpo Bose = 
b2 [ a (6P) 6/3 (6/3)] 2 h(1 - 'Po) al - + 1308e - fr3'P3 Q ' 
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(B.25) 
(B.26) 
In addition to the four boundary conditions given by equations (B.5), (B.13), (B.14) and (B.16), 
four boundary conditions from non-local mixing-length theory are: 
(B.27) 
and 
a bpt d (bPt ) 
Q;r Po = ± d In Po Po . (B.28) 
The last two boundary conditions are obtained by letting 
(B.29) 











The Feautrier method 
This method is given in detail by Medupe (2002). Here we summarise the Feautrier method used 
to solve the radiative transfer equations (1.32) and (2.2S) in the atmosphere. At the top boundary 
the condition of zero incoming radiation is imposed and at the bottom of the atmosphere the 
diffusion approximation is imposed. 
C.l The unperturbed transfer equation 
C.l.t The atmosphere 
We define the mean-intensity like variable: 
1 
j ="2 (1+(+11) + r(-II)) , (C.I) 
where [+(+1') and 1- (-II) are outgoing and inward-going intensities. The flux-like variable is 
defined as: 
1 
Ii = 2(I+(+11) - r(-II)). 
Both cases are apply for 0 :S It :S 1. 
Applying j+ ( +11) and 1- ( -I') to the radiative transfer equation: 
dI 
11- = 1- S 
dT 
to obtain the following first differential equations: 
and 
dI+ 





We add equations (C.4) and (C.S) to get: 
d(I+ - 1-) 


















p- = j - S. 
dT 
Subtracting equation (CS) from equation (C.4) we get: 
dj 
11- = h. 
dT 
We combine equations (C7) and (C8) to get: 
2 d2 j . 
jl dT2 = J - S. 
It can be noted that: 
It = h + j. 






As presented in section the radiation quantities I, J, Hand K in the envelope can be written 
as (see Mihalas (1978): 
() 
dB 2d2 B 
I (T, Il) = B T + p- + Jl - + ... , 
dT dT2 
1 d2 n 
J(T) = B(T) + ::3 dT2 + ... , 
IdB 
H (T) = ::3 dT + ... , 
1 1 d2 H 





where T is the optical depth. We use equations (CI 0) and (CI2) to calculate the Feautrier h at 
large T with the following equation: 
dB 2d213 . 
h = B(T) + IldT + It -dT2 - J. (CIS) 
C.1.3 Moments of the transfer equation 
The moments of the transfer equations (1.33), (1.36) and (1.37) are expressed in terms of the 
Feautrier variables. The mean intensity J is given as 
J(T) = 1 fO 11+1 - r(-Il)d(-Jl) + - I+(+Jl)d(+/L) 
2 -1 2 0 
(CI6) 
1 r+ 1 1 r+ 1 











Thus equation (e.25) can be expressed in terms of j as: 
(e.18) 




C.I.4 Boundary conditions 
C.1.4.1 At the surface 
We expect at the surface of a star to have no radiation from the outside, hence j ~ (-If.) = O. 
Expressing this in terms of the Feautrier variables (h and j) we obtain h(T = 0) = j+ /2 and 






C.1.4.2 At the bottom of the atmosphere 
At the bottom ofthe atmosphere we assume radiation to be modelled by diffusion approximation. 
The equation (e.12) is given as: 
(e.22) 
Hence the boundary condition: 
dj dB 
dT I T=Tmax = dT I T=Tmax • (e.23) 
C.2 The perturbed transfer equation 
Here we use the Feautrier variables j and h used to solve unperturbed transfer equation. 
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and 
(C.25) 
Equations (C.24) and (C.25) can be combined to form a second order differential equation: 
(C.26) 
C.2.1 Moments of the perturbed transfer equation 





C.2.2 Boundary conditions for the perturbed transfer equation 
C.2.2.t At the surface 
At the surface of a star we expect to have no radiation from the outside, i.e. 1- (TsIJ) where 
the subscript s denotes TlI at the upper boundary of the atmosphere. The perturbed Feautrier 
variables become: 
at (C.30) 
Therefore, we use equation (C.25) to obtain the boundary condition: 
(C.31) 
C.2.2.2 At the bottom of the atmosphere 
Here the boundary condition is obtained by applying the diffusion approximation at the base of 
the atmosphere. The intensity 1 is expressed as: 











Using equations (e.l 0) and (e.S) we get: 
+ . djv 
J v = J l/ + Il d~ . 
'v 
(e.33) 
Perturbing equation (e.33) and (e.32) we obtain: 
_+ _. rSKV(. +) drSjv 
OIv = oJv + - Jv - Iv + P-d ' Kv .~ 
(e.34) 
and 





Equating the right hand sides of equations (e.34) and (e.35) we obtain the boundary condition: 
_ . drSjv _ rS/-l[J. ) drSBu oJv + p-- - oJJ[J + -(J[J - 13[J - p-- = D. 













We summarise the pulsation equations with non-local mixing-length theory of convection and 
the Eddington approximation to radiative transfer as presented by Houdek (1996). The equations 
are: 
d (li7') _ P01'0 [15" 00 (liP liPt) -liT] -- - = 11-,-- 3- + -- - - - - 00- . 
d hi Po 7'0 C:r mpo 7'0 1 - Vj Po Po To 
(0.1 ) 
d (liP) lip [, -( WL)] iiI' _ Pol'o -- - = -- - 3 + I' 1 + - - + IIVI--
rIIll Po Po Po 0 2 1'0 GlIIpo 
x (3 - <Po) 00- - - - - + -- + 0<P . { [
_ r5T 00 (liP liPi) 1 liPi] _} 






dlnpo Lo = 
2 [ d (S:) -[ -] L] a up 0 "C 0 ./c 
2 h(l-pd-- - +--iLPL- , 
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d (6/3) Z(3 d (6P) 6z(3 
















Here we summarise the non-adiabatic pulsation equations with consistent treatment of radiative 
transfer as presented by Medupe (2002). Convection, rotation magnetic fields are neglected in 
a well defined way in these equations. The pulsation equations are divided into the atmosphere 
and the envelope. The solutions are then matched. 
E.I The atmosphere 
The atmosphere is treated as plane parallel. 
where 
d (61') 1 [6]) (2 elg f) -_] - - = ~ g- + W - - - 4iTCp H /Jl' . 
ciT jJ h'HP P elf" I 
dM] = _ ~ [4iWVOd - WHD..c(flp + (Jp) 6p 
dT Ho I...J - wR(4 - D..c(h·T + P1')) p 
d6K 
(iT 
_. i...J + WHD..c(flT + PT) 9J _ D..
c
6h']. 
lw' - wR(4 - D..c(h·T + PT)) B fl 
flT-- + fl ._- + MI-[ 
H 6T H r5p _ - 110] 
J(o T p J(o P J(o' 
r5H = Hor5H, and 
The quantity 6T IT is obtained from 





. r5T . r5p r5J 
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E.2 The envelope 
In the envelope the transport of radiative energy assumes the diffusion approximation and the 
pulsations equations become: 
d6f 1 (6T 6p 6f) 
-.- = -- PT- + P - + 2H - , 
dT Hphp T P P P T 
(E.7) 
.- - = --.- - - w + -g(l + A) - - - 47TCTP Or, d (6P) 9 6p Hp (2 2 dg 1 ) _~ 
dT p ""P P rep r dT 
(E.8) 
d (6T) dInT 6T 6p (Ho_~ 6f) - - = -. -{(reT - 4)·- + "")- + -M[ - 2H - }, 
dT T dT TIp H p 7' 
(E.9) 
d6H = 2 6H _ iwCpT (6T _ \lad 6])) 
(iT hpr 47T FIOh T p' 
(E.I0) 
where A is the ratio of effective gravity to actual gravity. Since turbulent pressure is neglected 
we let A = l. 
E.3 Boundary condition 
Three of the four boundary conditions are the same as given in equations (B.5), (B.14) and 
(B.16). The fourth boundary condition is: 
6/( 
6JJ = gOSC-j , 
os(' 












Coefficients of Gough's time-dependent 
mixing-length equations 
In this appendix we summarise the coefficients of the linearised perturbed equations (1.126), (1.127) 
and (1.128) according to Gough (1977) and Baker & Gough (1979) as: 
, 6y 6(6) 6(,0.)22 n 10 = -- + -_- + -- - f k]O - (1 - f ) 1110 
Yo 60 ,0.0 
2i(1+E)/l1l-E(1-iiJ)kll '(ffi )6f-l + ----;::- . A + 2 '1'0 - 1 -. 
(J 2 - w(l - f) f-to 
(F.I) 
! 2i (1 + t)Pll - ekll 1111 - --------






<P]O = -2(1 - <POl) 3- + - + <Po- , ( 
61' 6p 6f-l) 
TO Po f-lo 
(F.7) 




6g = _ (2 + W~T3) 67', 
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(FlO) 
2Pll=Op-+(6T-1)--<1>0 (J 1+f (J(1-t)-2lf -+2-- 6p 6T -lA( )-I[A _ 'J (6P 61') 
Po To Po 1'0 
1 (6P 61') 6t3 6g - 2(1 - <1>0) - + 3- + - + -, 
Po TO (30 go 
(FII) 
6g 6(6) 6(3 6T 6X 
2/l12 = - + - + - - - + 2(<1>0 - 1)-, 
go 60 ,60 To Xo 
(FI2) 
[ 
,-1 61' -1 6p 6Hp 6!-L] k10 = -2cPo (2 - 3<1>0 )- + (1 - <1>0 )- + - - - , 
1'0 Po Hpo h~o 
(FI3) 
[ 
,-1 61' -1 6P] , 6T i 6K 
kll=2~bo (2-3<1>0 )-+(1-<1>0)- +3-+(1-2q))-
TO Po To KO 
6cp 1,_ -1 [ 6T _ \lad 6p 6g - - + -w( E - 1) (1 - 6 + CpT) - - OT --- - -
CpO 2 To 1 - VI Po go 
- 6(6) + 2(3 _ 4<1>( 1 ) 61' + (2 - 3<1>( 1) 6P] , 
~ ~ ~ 
(F14 ) 
(FIS) 
6(6) 6e 6{3 6T 
-- = - + - - - + t(1 - f)(/LI2 - k12 ), 
6 0 {o (30 To 
(FI6) 
-=- -- 2+- -+2 --- +4 0:0--60-6!-L 1 [6(6) ( W2) 61' (6Cp 6!-L) (6Pg 6T) 
!-Lo 8 60 0 2 TO CpO Ko PgO To 













Coefficients of Gough's time-dependent mixing-length equations 
-=--mu 0:0--60-- 2+- -r5Hp r5p _ {6Pg 6T ( W2) 67' 
Hpo Po PgO To ~V TO 
POTO [ (6Pt 61') - 1 } Vl-,- (3 - <Do) - - - - 6<D , 
Gmpo Pta 1'0 
- (1 + A2S)-1/2 E- 770 , A W a =-:;:-, 
a 
Pta 





The functional expressions F, 9 and 'H in equations (1.126), (1.127) and (1.128) are given as 
(F.21) 
9 = .Jd 32 + w(2 - ia), (F.22) 
[ 
r51' 1 'H = 2----:- + (1 + t)P12 - r::!.;12 F 
10 
- (2 - ia) (1 FlO - W I2 )F - IVI2F[1 + (2 - ia )9] (F.23) 
where 
32 = 107{Ed2.88(1 + ia)]- 320F\[2.88(3 + ia)]} (F.24) 
(F.25) 
where r, Wand El are the gamma function, digamma function and exponential integral of order 
unity, s=O.05. 
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